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04/Mar/92
Touadji II

I went over to YEPI Alexis’ to see if  he was ready to come and help 
me with the language. I found him sitting under his father’s appatam (an 
appatam is like a gazebo, or open air shelter) eating atchéké with fish. 
Around him were several Mossi1 children and two Bakwé. The older 
Mossi girls gave me the seat where they had been sitting. I sat down and 
gave the news. The children were not eating, but just watching Alexis 
eat. It was apparent that he had been talking to them about something. 
After he finished eating he called over the two Bakwé children, a boy 
and a girl of  about 6 or 7. They knelt down beside Alexis’ stool while 
he got up and looked around. He commanded one of  the Mossi girls to 
get a stick, and she went to do so, but when she picked it up she defied 
him, saying, “You are enjoying this aren’t you?” Alexis then went after the 
stick himself, and the girl backed away. He picked up the stick, which 
was piassava, and stripped it down to a thinner size. Coming back in 
front of  the kneeling children he spoke to them and they held out their 
right hands. He swatted their hands fairly hard with the stick. Each got 
two hits. The boy drew his hand back, so Alexis hit his shoulder. Then 
Alexis threw the stick behind them and walked away. The children just 
knelt there not crying yet. Alexis told the kneeling Bakwé girl to put 
something away in the house. She got up and obeyed. Coming back she 
again knelt down next to her brother, who was fighting back the tears 
by now. The brother covered his face, still kneeling, and cried. The sister 
knelt beside him whimpering mournfully. The Mossi children were 
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laughing. Alexis walked away and called me to come. As we were leaving, 
he told the children to get up, that it was done. The girl did but the boy 
stayed there. I went over to the boy to help him up, but he recoiled. I 
asked Alexis what the offense was and he told me that they had come 
home from school, had gone into the house straight to the rice pot, and 
had eaten all the rice. They did not share it with their friends who were 
outside waiting for them. The children were the children of  Alexis’ big 
brother.

06/Nov/91
Touadji-I

Fifteen to twenty women of  the village came by, old and young, to greet 
us at around 8:00 a.m. They all came forward and greeted me. I shook 
their hands. As they were leaving, Gini told me in French that the funeral 
was over, so they were going around and greeting everybody.2

13/Nov/91
Touadji-II

I must record some of  the problems concerning the lotissement, still 
unresolved in the village.  Before we arrived from our first furlough, we 
were informed by Inge and Cornelia that the village was being surveyed. 
They paid 20,000 cfa in advance for us to reserve 12 lots. When we 
arrived we found that indeed the surveying had been done and the 
bornes placed. As we investigated by questioning Javier and some of  
the others, including Michel, who came by and volunteered information, 
we found that the village was divided. Kraji for the most part, with the 
exception of  the few Mossi on their side and a son of  Fälé Charles who 
does not reside here, had not even paid an advance for their lots. The 
time had come for Dominique, the one heading up the operation, to 
pay his friend the surveyor, who was living with him in the village. Very 
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few even from the Kpögreaji side had paid. I found out from Michel, 
who came  by to encourage us to pay for our lots, that the lotissement 
committee was made up of  only chef  Otto Yaou and Dominique, the 
president. The other factions of  the village were not represented. When 
I questioned Michel about this, he said that since no one else wanted 
to do the work, D. had decided to go ahead and spearhead the whole 
thing. Michel said that the Bakwé are like that, and left on their own no 
development would ever take place in the village. But D. was of  mixed 
blood, not pure Bakwé, and thus was thinking of  the future of  the village. 
M. justified the unrepresentative committee in this manner. After a long 
discussion, M. agreed with me that such a small committee was a mistake 
from the start, but he still felt that people should pay, since the work was 
all done. I was told by others that  Michel was housing the surveyor and 
had his hand in the affair as well. By talking with people from the Kraji 
side, I found out that almost everyone suspected that D. was eating the 
money already collected. Also, they were not happy about how the lots 
fell. The football field was to be relocated  into a swampy area.  They 
complained that the lots were too small for their families. One man, the 
one who used to have a French wife, said that he was upset that D. had 
sold a nearby lot to a Mossi man. They want the Mossi on the other side 
of  the highway!  They talked of  forming another committee with some 
participants from their side of  the village. One Sunday during church 
I saw a big gathering of  people at the chef ’s hangar. After the service 
I ran into Bouteille sitting at the Ghanean woman’s house. I asked him 
what the meeting was all about,  and he told me that he was discouraged 
and ready to leave the village. He was upset that people kept bringing 
up the fact that the village has two sides. Someone at the meeting had 
accused D. of  eating the money,  and he said that Kraji wanted to have 
someone from their side on the committee. Dominique himself  came 
by one day after Fälé Charles had been to the village and visited his site. 
I had run into F. and expressed my feelings about the whole thing. F. 
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was furious, saying that he was the one who founded this village, and 
that they should have consulted him before doing anything. He said that 
he wanted someone to clear his land and show him his bornes. If  they 
were not acceptable then he would find someone to re-survey it. It was 
the next morning that D. came by all hot with rage. He  sat on the bench 
in our hangar with his map of  the lotissement3 and spoke very loudly 
to me. He showed me my boundaries and said that we should find the 
bornes and build a fence around our whole place. In conversing with 
him, I found out that he was mad that F. had come to the village and 
left without even talking to him. F. had fanned the flames of  rebellion 
even further on the Kraji side. In it all it seemed as if  D. was angry with 
us by the way he was talking to me. He said if  F. builds his house on 
the piece of  land that is now supposed to be on our lots, then it would 
be my problem. I brought up the question of  the committee, and he 
said that the Kraji side had no right to complain, because no one from 
that side had even given an advance. Kraji had asked to see the books 
during the Sunday meeting. He refused to show anyone and said that he 
paid money out of  his own resources to get the surveyor even to start 
the work. Later one day I asked the young people, Bruno from chief ’s 
side and Ahipo from Kraji side, what they thought. Bruno was proud to 
tell me that they had approached D. and told him that they wanted an 
accounting, or at least a new committee. In their meeting with D. and 
Michel, both D. and M. acknowledged that they had taken money. B. and 
the others wanted him and Michel to sign an acknowledgment of  debt 
paper and then to form a new committee. They refused. Then they went 
to the sous-préfet and explained the problem there. The sous-préfet told 
them to try to handle the problem first in the village with D. If  that did 
not work, then something else would be done. Three months later, still 
no one has paid, and there is no mention of  the lotissement. Today I 
asked Jean Toh about it with the chief  present, and he said that a new 
committee would be formed before anything else would happen.
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06/Nov/91
Alexandre, Chef, et al at funeral4

Touadji II

Went early the morning after Clé’s death to greet the family. The chef  
told me to come early after “washing the face.” I found them all in 
front of  Clé’s house. Greeted the men first, then women and later 
those directly in front of  the house (those with mothers who come 
from Kradji). Chef  Yaou motioned for me to sit by him. A jugement5 
was taking place because of  something one of  Clé’s widows had said 
during last night’s wailing. She said that she was not Clé’s wife, because 
he had not really given a dowry. She didn’t want to shave her head, and 
she wanted to go back to her village.6 Saki and those speaking for her, 
those whose mothers come from Kradji, brought up the affair. There 
was a mediator sitting on our side out front. During the course of  the 
discussion I noticed that new arrivals would come up, stoop over and 
greet the men, then the women, and lastly the family of  the deceased 
and their people (including those whose mothers come from Kradji). 
Women would stoop over almost parallel to the ground, sometimes 
with their hands on their knees. Men would lean slightly. Most did not 
go around to shake everyone’s hands.  Also, during the course of  the 
discussion several (five or six) waves of  wailers came back from the 
cemetery, most of  the women with their hands on their heads. I saw 
only two men wailers,  but they did not have their hands on their heads; 
rather, they covered their eyes or nose with their hands. All groups went 
into the large room of  Clé’s house and continued to wail for about two 
to five minutes, after which some would come out, go around quietly 
with no expression on their faces, greet people, then sit down. The 
wailing pattern was similar to song; much like the three-tone songs that 
are sung in the Harris church and the songs that are sung around the 
tam-tam on full-moon nights. However, I couldn’t make out any words, 
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even though I am sure they were muttering-wailing something.7 The 
discussion continued, and Alexandre translated occasionally for me. He 
didn’t want to sit with Saki and the group defending the widow, because 
he did not agree with what she had done. The discussion took about an 
hour, and many people spoke. Alexandre said that everyone affirmed she 
was wrong because the family had indeed received the dowry.  Another 
issue was brought up:  Clé’s second wife or girlfriend had left him some 
time ago because she couldn’t get along with the first wife. She had 
come back only recently while he was very sick, and she wanted to be 
considered his widow, too.8 They found fault with her for coming back 
only when Clé was almost dead. She argued that no one had come to ask 
her to come back, that she had come on her own, which proved that she 
still loved him, and that they had never fought.   Thus, she wanted to be 
considered his widow.  The Touadji group agreed that after the first wife 
realized her mistake the matter should  be dropped. They said, 'Ba c¥re 

þwälÚ, “Let the issue drop”. At this point the women of  T-II were asked 
to speak, and they didn’t appear to want to let her off  that easily. They 
raised more palaver, still angry for what she had said. Finally, a woman in 
the family came over to the widow, stooped over, and in an increasingly 
loud voice began to scold her. She said, nyagbagb¡¡ several times when 
she had finished, motioning with her hand as if  beating the ground. So 
they accepted the first wife as a widow, and she was told to get up and 
enter the house. Alexandre said that now she would be allowed to eat 
and drink. Before this, Dar¥ went over with his stool to represent or 
speak for the widow (to give her response?). Later, the chief  told me 
that Dar¥ could speak for the widow because he was a widower and had 
lost his wife not long ago. He mediated between the women of  T-II  as 
they spoke and scolded her. Now that the decision was made, the family 
would shave their heads. Chef  Yaou said that tomorrow morning there 
would be some more discussion, maybe concerning  the second wife?
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06/Nov/91
Saré Play Christophe de Krohon
Touadji II

Touadji II used to be Kpögreadji and Kradji - separate villages along the 
“piste de crête.” When the government was about to put in the road to 
the new port of  San-Pédro, the papa of  Tobias Bonaventure, a cadre, 
asked to form one village out of  the two so that their larger size would 
give the village more clout. No one wanted to be first to move because 
of  the belief  that the first person to move would die, thus sacrificing his 
life for the rest. Tobias’ papa had a campement started at the present 
day intersection just south of  T-II, and still wanted them to move out. 
They complained about the land having so many trees to cut down. So a 
platform was cleared along the new main road in a place chosen because 
of  its location next to a spring. Poto Mattias, the elephant hunter, was 
the first to move because he was a powerful man with many fetishes. 
Then his village took the cleared spot. This is where Kradji is today. 
Kpögreadji came next and had to do the hard work of  cutting down all 
the big trees that hadn’t been removed when the platform was cleared. 
This is why Kpögreadji has the school on its side –it had more land to 
expand on.

06/Nov/91
Otto Yaou François
Touadji II

I sat with the chef  in his hangar while we awaited the coffin for the 
burial of  Clé Jules. The body was already decomposing and smelling, so 
some others had come to sit with us instead of  in front of  Clé’s house. 
Asked questions about funeral practices. The chef  said that if  someone 
in your family dies, all the children as far as nieces and nephews must 
shave their heads.9 Sisters of  the deceased do too, but not brothers. 
However, the brothers’ children must shave their heads. The mother 
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on husband’s side of  the family comes about a month later with her 
family.10 All men in the village must hide when they arrive. The family is 
offered seats, and then the men are called to come. They will ask what 
the family of  the deceased person did or did not do for the deceased. 
Was told also that the first people on the scene when someone has died 
are those whose father’s mother comes from the village of  the deceased. 
In the case of  Touadji II there are two villages regrouped, so Toh’s son, 
Bruno, qualified as one of  these, called a þgolu 'jÐ. These people put up 
the shelter and dig the grave and must be given a chicken, which they 
give to a woman of  their choice to cook for them. They must eat it. 
They cannot take it home alive. The family of  the deceased doesn’t eat 
or drink until the following morning. Though they can drink palm wine 
to gain some strength. Bruno, who came from digging the grave was 
reprimanded for greeting us before going home and taking a bath –the 
custom.

07/Nov/91
Nyépa Alexandre
Touadji II

Sat with Nyépa on the third night of  the funeral celebrations. Stayed 
with him until about 1:00 a.m. He said that if  a man dies, there are 
usually four nights of  staying up all night and singing. If  a woman dies, 
it is three nights. People sit around, some dance and sing to the music 
of  the drums and rattles. Some get tired and go to sleep,  but others stay 
all night long. Nyépa said that this helps get people’s minds off  of  the 
death. The leader or president of  the funeral - in this case Poto Mattias 
–will satisfy everyone present now and then with some strong drink. 
All kinds of  songs are sung. Some get up and dance if  they want to. I 
watched the women sing one song addressing Poto, requesting him to 
say something (give them some drink). Poto came over to them,  said 
some words and then produced a bottle of  what looked like gin and a 
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bottle of  beer. Nyépa seemed unhappy that there weren’t two bottles of  
gin. The drummers, three of  them, played all the harder and said that 
they were going to work for their share. Earlier in the evening when we 
arrived, around 9:00 p.m., the younger Bakwe were gathered around 
singing. Poto addressed them at one time, and Nyépa translated for me. 
He was telling the young people that the other night they sang well until 
about midnight but then disappeared, leaving the older women to carry 
on until dawn. He told them to make an effort to go the whole night 
(they didn’t). Around 11:00 p.m. the young dispersed, and the ladies led 
the songs. Three men drummers, older, took over the drumming. The 
women accompanied with rattles. Poto took off  around midnight. We 
left at about 1:00 a.m.  There was some discussion among the women 
as to whether tomorrow they would be able to wash and eat goat. Poto 
gave the final word, it seemed, after some discussion about how it was 
done in the old days. Said that tomorrow they could eat chicken, but that 
the goat would be killed on Thursday.11

07/Nov/91
Boka Michel
Touadji I

Boka Michel explained to me several quick types of  blessings. One of  
them  is spitting water out three times after confessing your gripes in 
front of  your enemy, then drinking the rest and dumping some out, as 
well. Both do it. Water must come fresh from a well and be drawn by 
some old lady (I think). He briefly explained another custom of  interest. 
A widower, after the customary three12 months of  mourning (used to be 
up to two years),  packs his wife’s enema bulb and feminine cord, which 
she used for her period clothes, into a parcel that has a specific name.13 
He then takes this parcel and presents it to his wife’s side of  the family. 
Gives it to the women there, and they bless him with these three breaths 
of  water spit out on his face. There is another kind of  blessing to thank 
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a person who has done someone else a favor. This is done early the very 
next morning. This is to encourage the person to keep on doing good, 
not only to his family, but to everyone. A blessing upon him is requested 
with certain phrase.14

07/Nov/91
Touadji II

Went to the funeral of  an important cadre from Abidjan with Yaou, 
JrÐpo and some others from T-II. Greeted the different groups present 
and then sat down with the Touadji delegation. I noticed some women 
and men with white and yellow paint on their faces, and I asked what it 
meant. Was told that the deceased was a twin; therefore15 everyone with 
twins in his family must do this in order to have good luck and not die, 
too. People were sitting in groups. Pagnes16 were everywhere, wrapped 
on poles holding up tarps and thatch, on the bed set out in  front of  the 
deceased’s house, and hanging like a ceiling above the bed. All brothers, 
sisters, and related close family were sitting on mats on the ground out 
of  the way of  the greeting traffic. Noticed that only one or two people 
greeted them; most didn’t get back there. Touadji II delegation, about 
ten of  us, went off  to the side to pitch in for a gift to the family. I gave 
1000 cfa, and others gave from 100 to 300 cfa at the most. The total 
came to 3,000 cfa. The money was given to Poto Mattias to give to the 
family. Later I saw Poto call a man over from the other side and give 
the money to him after some words. The money was placed on ground, 
and the man bent over and took it, thanking Poto. We heard rattles and 
saw some men coming and singing. Chef  Yaou said that there was to be 
a mask at the funeral.17 The singers formed a small circle while singing 
some kind of  excuse-me song, singing that the mask would come soon  
but that it was not ready yet. One guy wearing white shorts and tank-
top and holding a long stick walked with them. He had white chalk 
paint on his face and marks on his lower legs. Chef  said he was the 
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protector of  the mask and would warn the mask of  danger. The group 
went off  again. Chef  told me that in the village somewhere they were 
attaching the mask to the dancer   He said that it is not easy to do. It 
must be fastened tightly so he can dance well. After about five minutes 
four men with rattles came again, singing, and sat down under a tree 
where they seemed to be expected to sit. A man holding the long stick 
or cane followed. Another protector dressed in white almost like the 
first, although with no paint, attended the mask later. The mask came, 
the stick was given to him, and the drums and rattles started. Protector 
kept near, always covering up the back of  masked dancer with the cloth 
cape that kept getting swung about. Masked dancer had white and black 
paint markings on legs above the tufts on his ankles. A bell shaped raffia 
skirt hung from chest down to about waist level. His head was covered 
with a cloth, the mask was over that, and then the crown of  the mask. 
The mask itself  was beaded with what looked like cowrie shells. The 
mouth slit even moved. There were heavy, exaggerated brow ridges and 
cheek ridges (cf  drawing). Looked much like Guéré18 masks. A crown 
of  feathers or something similar looked like the head of  a plantain eater 
bird. Skin strips hung down from chin like a beard. He went dancing/
walking around to different groups saying hello. Stick in left hand and 
tail tuft in right. Green cloth resembling socks covered his hands and 
arms, and animal tail tufts were hung or clipped onto his wrists. The 
announcer lady shouted out for us all to come and greet the mask. He 
danced awhile and then sat down. Mask wore shorts underneath raffia 
skirt. They were visible when he was in motion. He walked over to his 
spot to rest and plopped down in one motion. Popped off  mask top but 
kept head covering cloth on. Attendant fanned the air under cloth with 
a rice fanner. Some people from T-I came over to ask us to come give 
the news from T-II,  and chef  sent off  three of  our group to represent 
us. Dancer sat on a mortar provided for him. They carried this off  when 
they left later on. Went off  to rest. Drums were heard again from other 
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side of  open space.  Women dressed in pagnes of  the FPI (political 
party) started singing party songs in Bakwé. They began dancing in 
lines and singing.  Song leader lady came from Oupoyo. Deceased was a 
member and secretary or something with FPI in Abidjan. Poto said that 
he had been Gbagbo’s right hand man.  Mask from Gniti came. The 
first one was from Touhi. The Gniti mask was similar, but had black 
and white paint on legs, and he was shorter. Red cape on back. Red head 
cloth and eye, cheek and mouth area painted red was surrounded by 
black brow and cheek ridges. Again with beads. Crown more like Roman 
soldier helmet. Protectors were dressed a little different - naked torso 
crossed with young raphia palm leaves, pagne wrapped around shorts 
hung down like a diaper in back. First mask danced. People greeted it 
with embraces and gave money. When mask got heavily into the drum’s 
rhythm, the protector reached out and held him down as if  to stop 
him from going too far. Some women would even run up and embrace 
the lead drummer. Some put hand on head of  man to bless or thank 
him perhaps. Touadji received the news from the Touhi and Gnaké 
delegations that brought the masks. Chef  Saki of  Gnaké took the floor, 
speaking to mediator. Chef  Yaou told me he was saying that since he 
arranged for the masks to come, and since the deceased was FPI, he 
would take care of  the normal remuneration. However, if  something 
could be done to appease them, it would be appreciated. After he 
was done everyone clapped, thanking him. Women then streamed up 
to thank him. Saki also said something about all those who were FPI 
singing later. Mask was dancing more, and protector had to stop him 
again; even made him fall over. Bangi (palm wine) was passed out at this 
point. Masks went away to rest. When some women came out to dance 
to drums that were still playing, a girl of  about twelve went out dancing. 
She drew a lot of  attention. Many expressions of  surprise. People came 
up to embrace her and give money. She took it but didn’t  stop dancing. 
More people came up, and even tried to stop her. After she had received  
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a handful of  money, a man ran up and spread out a handkerchief  for 
her to put the money in. He ran off  with it. She kept it up until finally 
someone embraced her and led her off. She was still trying to dance to 
the beat. One person wiped his wallet on her face from her forehead to 
her chin,  and then he ran off. Announcer (this time a man) called out 
in Bakwé in a singing sort of  way, that three bags belonging to certain 
guests were missing. He said that if  anyone had them he should give 
them back.  FPI girls began singing and dancing again. Poto translated 
some of  the songs for me. They were singing in Bakwé, “Houphouet 
you are old, let someone take your place.” There was a flare up -  a woman 
screamed as if  in a temper, and said something about the sun and that 
she had been given a bad spot to sit. She was in the deceased’s parents’ 
group. When others tried to calm her down, she just screamed in short 
bursts, cut the person off, and continued her scolding. Rain began to 
fall at around 14h00, and a little old woman came out into middle of  
the dancing square carrying a plate of  ashes with an egg in the center.19 
She picked up some ashes from the plate and blew them in front of  her. 
Chef  and others said this was the custom to stop the rain. She would call 
out something every time she blew on more ashes. They told me she was 
asking the deceased to stop crying, because there were too many people 
present. Rain was his tears, the chef  said. She kept this up for almost a 
half  an hour. The rain blew over. Some wailing went on in house, but 
not as much as at Clé Jules’ funeral.

07/Nov/91
Pijé, Alexandre’s wife
Touadji II

Ladies in front of  chief ’s house commented on Andreas’ belly button. 
They said that it wasn’t right because it goes in,  and then told me that 
when they have a child, one of  the ladies assisting with the birth, usually 
an old lady,  first squeezes the blood in the cord toward the baby, then 
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they take a clean string and tie off  the cord. Next, they cut the cord 
with a sharp leaf  (bark) from a tree. The mother then takes the knife 
and cuts the cord, then blows on it three times. It then is left to dry and 
fall off.20

11/Nov/91
Touadji-I

Went to T-I to witness the funeral and burial of  an important man who 
had been working with FPI in Abidjan. He was a twin and had just 
recently built a house in the village (but I was told he had never slept in 
it). We were awaiting the arrival of  the body. The actual burial would 
take place around 16:00. I arrived at 9:30 with chief  Yaou, JrÐpo and one 
other man. We parked the car near where people were gathered under 
funeral shelters made of  poles and covered on top with branches of  
palm thatch  for shade. At another place was a huge tarp. Chairs, 
benches, couches and stools were all over the place. The best chairs and 
couches were under the nice tarp and reserved for honoured guests 
from Abidjan. I followed the chief  and JrÐpo as they went around and 
greeted the different groups of  people sitting under the shelters. They 
would take the name of  one person in the group and then use the plural 
greeting. Often JrÐpo would bend over slightly with his hands on his 
thighs as he did this. We followed suit, and everyone would greet us after 
first responding with the word, þwo. From group to group we went. At 
most places the people, both men and women, would take extra time to 
greet me, each shaking my hand. We made the rounds and finally came 
upon the last group, but Simon took me aside to sit under the tarp 
shelter while the chief  and J. finished up the greetings. We did not greet 
the family of  the deceased man; they were sitting out of  the way on mats 
by the side of  the house facing the deceased man’s house. In front of  his 
house were the bed, flowers, and pagnes. There were pagnes wrapped 
around almost all the poles of  the different shelters, on the exposition 
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bed, under the shelter that covered the bed, and on the front wall of  the 
house which seemed to be the focal point of  the funeral. Sat down with 
Simon, and we watched as others arriving made the rounds greeting the 
different groups. The brothers and sisters of  X (the deceased) sat on 
mats by the house facing X’s house, but out of  the way of  people 
greeting each other. People didn’t greet them, I noticed, until I saw 
someone do so later. They were about the only ones who were straight 
faced. Amongst the other groups there was laughter and talk. When the 
chief  and JrÐpo. came to where we were sitting, we were called aside 
behind the tarp area to put together a gift from T-II. There were Jean 
Toh, Touka Georges, Poto Mattias, JrÐpo, the chief, Nimlen (Siwi), a 
couple of  young guys and I.  Standing, we put together our money, and 
Poto took it to present it to the head of  the funeral and to give the news 
from T-II. We sat down again while Poto went over to get the head of  
the funeral. He came back with the head’s adjoint (I am told that there 
always is a second in charge) and then spoke a little in Bakwé before 
putting the money on the ground in front of  the adjoint. The adjoint 
picked up a stone and tossed it gently in the direction of  Poto before 
picking up the money, all the time talking. We heard rattles, and saw 
some men approached us singing. The men formed a small circle and 
sang, according to the chief, “Excuse us, the mask is coming soon. He is 
attached in the village presently.” Chief  Yaou said that there were two masks 
present for this occasion. Four singing men with rattles came and sat 
down near a tree where stools and drums were ready for them. They 
were followed by a man carrying a long cane, about 2 meters plus, and 
wearing white paint on legs and face. Peter says this man is the mask’s 
protector; he warns the mask of  any danger. They escorted the mask 
toward us. There was white paint on legs of  the mask man. Called þgäl¥, 
chief  said, and he said the word, tubl¥, when he saw it. The stick was 
handed  to mask, and drums started with rattles called a saplö. Protector 
stayed near to mask, putting down cloth covering upper body above the 
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mask’s raffia skirt. At one point in the dancing there were two people 
keeping mask covered.   The mask had shells in several rows forming 
brow ridges, in between which were peepholes. There was also a mouth 
slit, and this particular mask had a lower jaw that could move up and 
down. There was a crown of  feathers on the top, like that of  a plantain 
eater bird.  Skins in strips hung from the chin like a beard. The mask 
went around to different groups looking - greeting they said. He stared 
a long time in my direction, shading his eyes from the sun with one 
hand, a posture that is typical even in USA. He bent low to look at us 
and showed us his rear as he turned away. He wore red shorts underneath 
the raffia skirt. Green socks were worn on his hands as gloves, with 
things like tails hanging from his wrists.21 While standing he held the 
stick in his left hand and wrist objects in right hand . The announcer, a 
lady, shouted out in a singsong way that it was time for everyone to greet 
the mask. The mask danced a little longer, and then he sat down. Only 
a couple of  people went up to embrace and greet the mask. The chief  
said that if  we had 100 CFA, we could go up to greet him, too. We sent 
for change but didn’t get it in time. The mask danced over to his resting 
spot near the drummers beneath the tree, and suddenly threw himself  
backward and lay down flat. He pushed his mask up to the top of  his 
head, and the protector fanned him. His face was still covered with the 
cloth, but the cloth was held away so the breeze could get underneath. 
Some people came to ask us (T-II) to give our news. The chief  sent a 
delegation to give it, but didn’t go himself, explaining to me that this was 
for the younger people to do. Poto gave the T-II money to a delegate at 
this time. Dancer was sitting on overturned mortar. Went away to rest. 
The drums kept playing while women in color-coordinated pagnes with 
white flag designs (for FPI22) came out dancing in lines and singing . The 
deceased was FPI. The mask from Gniti came next. It was similar to the 
first mask, but the dancer had black and white leg paint.23 He had a stick 
in his left hand and held the tail in his right hand, as the other mask had 
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done. Red cloth covered the back of  his neck. There were red cheeks, 
eyes and lips on the face of  mask. The crown was shaped like a Roman 
helmet. His protector wore shorts which were partly covered by a short 
loin cloth pagne fastened around his waist, and he had an X of  raffia 
leaves crossing his naked torso. The first mask began dancing again. 
People greeted him with the “a-tou embrace.”25 He began dancing 
himself  into a frenzy, and his protector grabbed him as if  holding him 
down. The chief  said that this was to keep him from hurting himself. 
Several people from T-II had gone over to give the news to T-I. Lucien 
moved up to sit with the T-I delegation to receive news from the mask 
delegation. People were standing and giving the news (a T-I man?). The 
chief  said that he was telling about getting the masks to come, and that 
they were going to give a chicken to each mask. Everyone was quiet 
while the news was given. Chief  Saki of  Gnaké explained about how he 
brought the masks. He said if  the village had nothing to give masks, he 
would take care of  it back in his village, but that whatever T-I wanted to 
give would be accepted. A man came to thank Saki, then a woman called 
out for everyone else to thank Saki. Smiling people verbally thanked 
him, and there were joyful sounds of  approval and appreciation 
everywhere. Women ran up from every group and slowly streamed by to 
shake his hand and thank him. The mask from Gniti was dancing at 
same time. Chief  Saki said in his speech that everyone there was FPI and 
that they should participate in the singing of  the party songs. Chief  
Yaou was not pleased with that and shook his head in disapproval but 
did so with a wide close-lipped smile. When the mask got into a dancing 
frenzy again, a woman ran up to the drummer and embraced him. 
During another dance the protector grabbed the mask to stop him from 
hurting himself. Bangi was given to musicians, and the mask went to 
rest. A girl of  maybe twelve or thirteen started dancing really well. 
People began  running up and giving her money, which she accepted. 
They embraced her, but she kept on dancing. She kept on and on; more 
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people ran up to her and put a hand on her head, or wiped a wallet over 
her face from the top of  her head down to her chin. Some drummers 
were drumming (different ones) from the right side of  X’s house, slightly 
out of  our view. An announcer, a man this time,  shouted out in the 
singsong manner that three guests’ bags were missing, and that whoever 
had them should return them. FPI women and men were singing along 
with the drums and dancing again. Was told what some of  the songs 
meant. This one, Houphouet, þna 'klÐÚ bÚ, s¡Ð 'ra means “Houphouet, you 
are too old, leave your spot.” There was a flare-up in front of  us as a woman 
from Touhi complained about being given a bad place to sit in the hot 
sun.  She would scream in short shrieks when people tried to reason 
with her. Finally she quieted down. She was from the family of  X. An 
old lady, very old, came out carrying a plateful of  ashes with an egg in 
the center. She stood in the middle of  the dance area repeatedly taking 
ashes in her hand and blowing on them to disperse them, while saying, 
'nÐãlÐ 'Ð 'nÚ 'da, nyüü þsümlö,  “Il ne faut pas que la pluie tombe, il y a 
beaucoup d’homme.” She kept walking back and forth chanting this. Others 
told me that she was asking X to stop crying, since there were so many 
people present. It rained a little bit and then blew over. Twenty minutes 
later she was still doing it in the drizzle. Another song was sung by the 
FPI women, “Joseph, why did you go to battle and not tell us?” (sung to the 
body after it was brought out). Also, “We weep because when you left us the 
last time our eyes were on you, and you now surprise us with your death.”

11/Nov/91
Simon and Bertain of  T-II
Touadji-I Funeral

Sat and had a drink with Simon and Bertain at little boutique not too far 
from the funeral proceedings. I asked them some questions about the 
propriétaire of  the land of  T-II, and got a different perspective on the 
history of  the foundation of  the village. They said that the first road 
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went through Kpögréadji in 1966 and that the village site was cleared in 
1969.   In 1969 JrÐpo Nestor installed himself  at the campement near 
the kup¥ru trees. Fälé Charles had said to clear off  a place for Kraji. 
Everyone was afraid to be the first to build. Fälé then decided to buy all 
the materials for the priest’s house and others. He paid for all the tôles 
for both sides of  the village. This encouraged people to come. Got 
some mixed story about who was the very first on the site. They said 
that it was the priest and then had me scratch that out. This would have 
been the brother of  Térhi Léonard. Two names to check out: Kokoti 
Mawli and Tbgo Jean-Paul porteur-cane.26

11/Nov/91
Touadji-I

As we sat waiting for the procession to the cemetery to begin, a Dida man 
holding a leafy branch stood up and briskly approached the body. As he 
walked he swished the branch up and down as if  chasing flies away. He 
came up to the coffin, which was set on the bed in front of  X’s house, 
and with one motion he slapped the branch down on top of  the coffin, 
knocking the flowers that were there down to the ground. With his head 
lowered, he walked back to his seat under the tarp hangar. Smiling, Saré 
Play Christophe, one of  those organizing the burial, walked over and 
put back the flowers that the man had knocked down. Nothing else was 
done for about five minutes, although there was laughter and talking 
under the hangars. Then the oldest (I was told) man in the village came 
up with a red rooster and knelt down on one knee in front of  the Dida 
man. I was told that as long as the leaves were on the coffin, X could 
not be buried; the Dida man’s permission was needed first. The old man 
was asking pardon, said those around me. The Dida man said mockingly 
in French, “What I don’t understand is that you are going to bury the 
man and you haven’t yet told us who killed him.”  Some in the hangars 
laughed. The old man still knelt there with the red rooster, and another 
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man stood next to him. Saré Play C. came over to the Abidjan guests 
in front of  the Dida men to explain what was going on   He explained 
that the Dida were allied to the Bakwé and that they could veto any 
Bakwé decision; that the Bakwé were obliged to meet their demands. 
This necessitated the help of  the oldest man in the village (Yaou). The 
man said that he didn’t eat chicken, and thus wouldn’t accept the rooster. 
Then, Christophe explained that the choice of  a red chicken was not 
par hasard, but that the red chicken represented the valeur of  a man. 
The goat represented virility for the Bakwé, because of  his exploits and 
behavior, but the red chicken represented man. Finally the Dida man 
accepted two large bottles of  beer in addition to the chicken. He then 
walked slowly back up to the coffin and removed the leaves he had put 
there. He threw them to the ground, stepped on them, and walked back 
to his seat.

11/Nov/91
Touadji-I

Noticed several women sitting to our right, against the cook kitchen 
of  X’s house. They had white and yellow paint on their faces in no 
particular pattern. I was told that X was a twin, and that these people 
had twins in their families, too. They had painted their faces in order to 
bring good luck to themselves so they wouldn’t die, too.

06/Nov/91
Touadji-II

Heard wailing cries coming from the village around 11:00 p.m. Found 
out the next day that the Gbayé leader of  Touadji II died in Naboville 
where he had gone to be cured of  his hemorrhoids.
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11/Nov/91
Touadji-II

Greeted all parties in front of  deceased person’s house and then sat with 
the chief. Watched as various people arrived. Women fell down crying 
at the foot of  the bed under the hangar. Others were crawling around 
it on hands and knees. Four different times27, at intervals of  about five 
minutes, an old lady came and walked four times around the bed. She 
was bare breasted, her hair was unkempt, she wore raphia leaves woven 
in a crisscross fashion around her chest, a raphia headband,  a pagne, 
and carried some leafy branches woven together at the ends. She had 
white chalk rubbed on her face, chest, arms and legs. The body was on 
the bed, covered with several layers of  pagnes and white sheets. Two 
ladies sat near the head of  the bed and waved the corner of  a pagne to 
shoo away flies. Other mourners came up, not crying yet, but forcing 
out loud screams of  seeming shock:  “hoo hoo,”  followed by two-tone 
wailing cries. They sat on the ground at the side of  bed with their arms 
outspread.  Sometimes a mourner would talk or reprimand the body, 
it seemed. I saw a woman doing this later, and  was told that she was 
recounting the good things the deceased had done for her and others, 
and asking who would  do these things for her in the future. “Now, here 
you lie in your bed and you don’t deserve it...” People brought money gifts 
which were received by the mediator and given to the president of  the 
funeral (this time Gbadju). Money was placed on ground, the mediator 
took it, picked up the nearest small stone, and threw it in direction of  
the giver. I was told that this was to wish good luck to the giver. The 
chief  walked over to the wailing women beside the bed and held the 
hand of  the woman who was wailing the loudest. He seemed to be 
asking her to tone it down. She did. Chef  told me that each funeral has 
a president and adjoint. These are also responsible for consoling the 
mourners. I saw them putting their hands on some men who came up 
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to the foot of  the bed wiping their faces and wailing . There were people 
waiting to dig the grave. Before measuring the coffin and taking off  for 
the cemetery, Gbayé, the counselor from Naboville, told the group how 
to do it. Speaking in French he said that there were too many deaths in 
the village, and this was because burials were not being done the way 
they used to be and ought to be done. He said that the Bakwé are not 
sorcerers but that they are mean; they do not do what should be done. 
Told them to ask the spirits to accept the dead. Six men went to foot 
of  bed;  Géi spoke while holding a bottle of  wine. Before speaking to 
the body28, he nervously scratched and rubbed his head. He used many 
right hand gestures as he spoke. I was told that he was asking the body 
permission to show where to dig, since he had been the propriétaire de terre 
of  the village. Alexandre said that it would be bad to dig where someone 
else was buried. This would bring curses on them. The Naboville Gbayé 
guy said that if  the ancestors were not happy, then someone else in the 
village would die within four days. Alexandre said that the deceased was 
no longer propriétaire de terre, so they asked him to accept where they 
were going to put him. Then the group went off  to the cemetery with 
two piassava sticks cut to the two measures of  the coffin. I saw a widow, 
from Touhi, they told me, rubbing white and black chalk on faces of  
young children. First the white chalk across eyes and then down face 
from forehead to chin. Then black in the same fashion. Gabo Celestin 
from Galéa told me that this was to protect them from the spirits, 
because young children can  see them. Bad spirits will flee when they see 
this chalk on the face. Only one very young child cried as this was done. 
In the afternoon I came back and sat down with a group of  T-II men 
under the hangar of  Yépi Emile. This was a jugement of  several issues. 
The first case concerned the widow (a second wife) of  the deceased. 
The men were not willing to let her become a 'kusroãl¡, because the 
sisters asking for this did not pass through the right channels (the men). 
The second case concerned the oldest brother in the family. He was to 
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be the one responsible for the family now. However, he didn’t come 
quickly to the funeral, and he left his wife at their campement. The wife 
was supposed to help host all the guests. But this man did not even 
have a house in T-II, which should have been his village. A younger 
brother was  telling others that he might as well stay at his campement 
from now on. There was a lot of  discussion, and it was finally decided 
that the older brother should go get his wife, and that he should build a 
house in the village. Alexandre and Bertain explained this to me after the 
discussion. The third issue was about who they should commission to 
tell the maternal side of  the family about the death. Gnipi II was chosen 
to go tell those in Kpéirhi.

07/Nov/91
Touadji-II

Went up to old man Koffi’s compound where men and women were 
grouped around his widow after she had fainted in her kitchen. Yawa 
had asked me to come see if  we should take her to the clinic. To wake 
her29 they had taken crushed pepper and stuffed it with their fingers 
down her throat and nose to so she would throw up. It worked; she 
vomited her dinner. Alexandre, her son-in-law, had bought T.A.O.30 to 
treat the boil at the base of  her skull. According to custom, Alexandre 
said, he couldn’t go into the kitchen or be seen by his mother-in-law. He 
could take care of  her only from behind the scenes. He is also never 
to eat with her or even see her eating. She was sitting on a plastic mat 
on the mud floor of  the cook kitchen, near the cook fire, with several 
women sitting next to her on either side. Others, men and women, sat 
on a bench near the entrance to the kitchen. I was given a short small 
stool in order to take a closer look at her. The village healer was sitting 
on a stool in the corner. Afterward I asked why he didn’t do anything, 
and he told me that it was beyond him.
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06/Nov/91
Grëbëadji
dry cloudy day

A son of  the chief  had died. I was asked to take a group to the funeral. 
Yaou, JrÐpo, NÚml¥n, and two women went with me. Laughing and 
talking, we made our way there. Upon arrival the chief  had me stop at 
a house at the edge of  the village where he and the others got out of  
the car. I was given a guide to lead me on to the house to wait for them. 
I drove up and unloaded the baggage and a young male goat.31 I sat. 
Then the chief  and others came from the edge of  the village, wailing 
as they came. The women were crying and wailing, the men were just 
looking serious and wiping their eyes with handkerchiefs. They walked 
right up without greeting anyone and went straight into the little house. 
Women kept up their wailing. I saw the chief  sitting near the door that 
was open, looking around at everyone inside on the floor, wiping his 
eyes even though there were no tears.32 The two leaders of  the funeral 
went into the house several times, seeming to comfort those who were 
wailing. After a good twenty minutes the men came out dry eyed and 
proceeded to greet those men sitting out in front of  the entrance under 
the funeral hangar. They started at one side and went around the circle 
shaking hands, then they greeted the women who were sitting off  to the 
side. Afterward they sat down under the hangar. The news was given. 
After the news, water for washing was brought in a bucket. One by one 
they dipped a goblet into the bucket and washed their faces, hands, and 
rinsed their mouths.33 This was done at the side of  the hangar. Chief  
told me that they were done crying now and had washed off  the tears. 
Now they were offered  a 15-20 liter jug of  palm wine, two large beers, a 
bottle of  wine and a bottle of  koutoukou.34 Chef  Yaou said thanks and 
invited all to drink.35 First they drank up the palm wine. It was served 
in an organized manner, poured into newly rinsed glasses arranged on 
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a serving platter. Cups were filled to almost overflowing. They started 
with the chief ’s group and then moved on to the others. Went around 
like this until the jug was empty. Saw the chief  spill some of  the drink 
on the ground before taking the first sip. Next the beer went around, 
then the wine, and lastly the koutoukou. Each time the glasses were 
rinsed in the same bucket of  water. Only the koutoukou had anything 
left in the bottle when they were done. There were about twenty-five 
men there and about ten women who drank. After drinking we rose, and 
our party went into the wailing room to greet the women sitting in two 
groups on the floor. Standing near the entrance we greeted both sides, 
one at a time. Then we went out again and sat down. More discussion 
followed as I asked the chief  if  I could leave then. There was talk about 
our work and some nods of  approval. The chief  of  the Touadji quartier 
explained that since I had come without my wife and could not stay, he 
would give me a chicken to take with me.  If  I had stayed I would have 
been given a chicken anyway, so he said that I should take the chicken 
home for Madame to cook for both of  us to eat. We should do this and 
return someday on a more joyful occasion. As I loaded up the chicken 
others brought avocados and a regime of  bananas for me to take. The 
chief  motioned for me to go around and shake people’s hands as I said 
good-bye. All the news was passed back and forth through a mediator 
in the usual custom . Even greeting the oldest man of  the quartier was 
done in this way. He was, by the way, the first to be served the palm wine.

06/Nov/91
Grëbëadji

Was told by men at Grëbëadji that the town was formed from many different 
campements. To this day it is a collection of  different villages. The chief  of  
the whole town is from Touadji, one quartier among many others. Rather 
than grouping this Touadji group with the present day Touadji, they decided 
to form one village called Grëbëadji (clan-children of).
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07/Nov/91
Touadji-II
dry

WWF man came to the village for a meeting with the villagers. He had 
made his first appearance the Friday before and had bought drinks then 
for the men. He was expected at 9:30 a.m. on Monday. I went to find 
the chief  and was told that he was at old man Gbadju’s house. Was led 
there. They were there with Dia and Dominique. Earlier that morning 
Dia had come over to make sure he understood why this white man was 
coming. Was mostly concerned about getting a tract -1 km square- for 
his children. At around 10:30 a.m. we made our way over to the chief ’s 
hangar and waited the arrival. At around 11:00 a.m. they arrived in a 
new jeep. Greeted us. I was made to sit next to the white man. People 
gradually  collected under the hangar. The table was put to the side as 
the man instructed them to do. He then sat over on a bench near Dia. 
I stayed on my side of  the big circle now. The interpreter, a Bakwé 
from Gnipi II, sat near the white man but slightly within the circle. The 
chief  looked at and talked to the white man and told him that everyone 
was there (even though everyone wasn’t). The WWF man (white man) 
introduced himself. (I will jump now to the questions that he asked 
and the answers the Bakwé gave.) What is the position of  man with 
respect to nature?  The Bakwé  responded, after some discussion in 
Bakwé among themselves, that for them nature represented something 
very precious. They said that nature represented joy for them because 
it gave them food, clothing, and education for their children. Who is 
blamed for the destruction of  the forest?  Bakwé blamed it on the 
immigrants, not themselves. When asked if  they didn’t play a role in the 
destruction, they said yes, BUT that in their minds when they gave/sold 
the land to the immigrants, they did so to reach a goal. They wanted to 
develop the region. When asked how the Bakwé could help to conserve 
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the high forest that is left, they said:  1) to create a village on the edge 
of  this forest (Taï National Forest) and give each family a section of  
the tampon zone,  2) to create more jobs and develop the region so 
that they don’t have to cut down the forest, and 3) get rid of  all the 
immigrants in the region36 (this was proposed by old man Yépi Emile, 
who communicated this with a lot of  emotion). During the discussions 
that followed the WWF man’s questions, there was a lot of  emotion 
shown, much interrupting, many people speaking at the same time, and 
on several occasions they mocked old man Gbadju. The old man was 
asleep at least twice during the WWF man’s presentation.  When they 
old man was finally given the floor he refused to speak.37

07/Nov/91
Dagbata, Niml¥n
Touadji II

I picked up Dagbata as I was driving back from the campement behind 
T-II. We saw the two brothers of  the recently deceased Clé going to the 
raphia tree. They had almost identical black markings on their faces.38  
Dagbata said that since their older brother, the firstborn in the family, 
had died, the other brothers had to have their faces painted. I then asked 
him who does the painting. He said that it had to be someone from an 
allied tribe. He said that an old woman from a village behind T-I was 
called to paint on the markings. She was from the Kodia39 tribe along the 
Sassandra river. The reason for this practice is to ensure that there would 
be no more deaths in the family.

06/Nov/91
Touadji-II

Nyapo (Dia’s 6 year old son) and Mami were out back with several other 
children helping me unpack the car. One boy of  about Mami’s age was 
bothering her, so she came over to Nyapo and said something in Bakwé 
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to the effect that she was being bothered. Nyapo stopped what he was 
doing, turned to the boy and gently told him to stop.40

06/Nov/91
Jean-Baptiste
Touadji-II
dry, sunny partly cloudy

I was sitting with Yawa (J-B) in front of  his house when we heard loud 
shrieks coming from the west side of  the chief ’s house. We couldn’t 
see what was going on. Some women gathered, and soon the chief  
came out and yelled at them, demanding to know what was going on. 
The girl who was shrieking then walked calmly and confidently, even 
defiantly away. As she did so, she kept on loudly defending herself  while 
appearing to ignore what they were yelling back at her. J-B asked about 
what happened. The girl, about 25 years old, told us emotionally and 
loudly, employing many gestures with hands, head and face, that the 
chief ’s daughter Marie had called her a rapporteur. She had confronted 
Marie, who promptly said that she would take her clothes off  if  the girl 
continued her accusation. 41  This brought on the shrieking.

11/Nov/91
Gbatu Téri Léonard
T-II

Asked Dia why Gaston, the recently deceased Gbayé chef, was on the 
Kraji side of  the village if  his family comes from Kpögreaji?  Why did 
they say that his mother was not dotée?42 Dia said that his mother had 
not been dotée, so he stayed on the Kraji side. Chief  Yaou, his uncle, had 
offered at one time to pay the dowry for Gaston’s wife, but Gaston had 
refused. Dia said that you can stay in the cour of  your father when your 
mother dies if  the dowry was paid for you. Otherwise the children go 
back to the mother’s village and are not considered the father’s.43
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13/Nov/91
Otto Yaou and Jean Toh
Touadji-II
cloudy and wet

Jean Toh and Chief  Yaou came by to greet me. J.T. said that they had 
come back from a funeral in Gniti, where his mother comes from. He 
told me that sometime within the next couple of  months there would 
be a big funeral in Gniti for a man who died three years ago, and that 
there would be many masks there. He said he would tell us when it is 
announced so I could go and witness it all.   When I asked him if  this 
would be done for his and Yaou’s funerals he said yes, smiling.

13/Nov/91
Jean Toh
Touadji-II
cloudy and wet

During our conversation we discussed cacao and jealousy here in Africa. 
Toh said that Africans are not good people because they are jealous of  
one another and try to bring down anyone who is successful. If  one 
person has a good cacao farm, another person will want to kill him. He 
went on to say that white people do things for everyone’s benefit. For 
example, they make airplanes and all people  benefit. Our conversation 
about radios was what brought up the subject, as I remember. We were 
talking about how I could communicate with people in the USA on 
our ham radio.  J.T. said that there was a man in Sassandra who made a 
modern boat by means of  sorcery. The boat had all kinds of  gadgets. He 
took a white man to see it. The next day they were back in the town and 
went somewhere to eat. They sent for a chair for the white man, but the 
white man said, “No, bring me the chair that I saw on that boat.”  They were 
unable to bring it. J.T. said that this is how Africans do.
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12/Dec/91
Gnépa Alexandre
Touadji II
Overcast 

The other day G. asked me to do a favor for him. He wanted me to bring 
back his cacao (2 bags) from the campement at the end of  the road that 
goes by our house. I obliged, hoping to get some language learning out 
of  it. G. came by in the morning to make sure that I remembered, and 
we set the time for between three and four o’clock in the afternoon. 
He came again at 3:00 p.m. to see if  I was ready, and then came back at 
3:30. We left with Désiré. Arrived at the Baoulé campement and greeted 
the men there. G. went and greeted a few of  the women. Then he and 
D. raked the cacao off  the drying mat and into some sacks, which we 
put into the car. G. wanted to go to his farm nearby to get some cola 
nuts, because thieves had been taking them before he could get any. 
We took the little path behind the campement and headed towards the 
large trees where the old Kraji village used to be before they moved to 
T-II. Gnépa’s cacao trees were very old, and the cola trees over them 
were tall and probably even older. He got out a long bamboo pole that 
he had hidden in the underbrush, and he began knocking the cola pods 
down. We gathered them for him and put them into a shoulder bag. 
Before going back, I asked him to take me to where the houses had 
been in the old village. We walked a short distance to the site, and you 
could tell where the path once led down to the stream. It was well worn. 
The site had several tall coconut trees and palm trees on it, along with 
a lot of  brush. He told me where different people of  the village used 
to live, and spatially it seemed as if  they had moved to T-II in the same 
order. I will have to ask  about  this. I then realized that he was from 
Kraji. But he lives on the Kpögreaji side! It turned out that he lives 
with his girlfriend, who I thought was his wife. He does not have his 
own house. When I asked why, he said that his family has a curse on it 
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so that no one can build in the village. Said that his late aunt, his father’s 
sister (Bab¡), had put a curse on her children because they had not been 
obedient.44  He could build a house anywhere except in the village. Said 
also that since the aunt had died without spilling water to renounce the 
curse, the curse stands.45  No one will take the chance of  risking death. 
G. said that he wouldn’t build because someone could poison him and 
then say that he died because he went against the curse of  the aunt. I 
asked him if  he had paid the dowry for his wife, and he said he hadn’t. 
He said that he could take a bottle of  gin or a 5,000 franc note to chief   
Yaou at any time, ask for his daughter, and then take her away.  But he 
has not done this yet.46   Learned that in the past the cola nut was used 
in signing a treaty between two groups. A nut cut in half  was placed on 
a plate in front of  both parties, and they each ate one half  of  the nut at 
the same time. Learned about the saying, 'i sie, meaning “totem” or “it is 
not done”.  Carrying unhusked palm nuts into the village is 'i sie. There 
is a story of  a man who tried to find out what would happen if  he went 
against this. It has something to do with not sweeping while you are 
eating and about eating something and throwing down trash. This man 
hid without picking up his trash and watched when his brother came 
and gathered up the shavings for making medicine. The next morning 
when the brother was ready to go into the bush with the bag, the man 
stopped him and revealed that he was really the one who was going to 
enforce the law, that it wasn’t truly a powerful totem. On the way home 
we stopped by a large tree with a trunk scarred with many gashes. He 
climbed up a nearby vine and shaved off  some bark above the scars. Said 
that Oputo, Gini’s cousin, would be happy that he brought this back for 
her, because she had been asking him for it. It was a sweet smelling bark 
that the women use as perfume. They crush it up in a mortar and mix 
it  with something else. Tree is called wälatuu, the bark, wälatuua p¥.
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12/Dec/91
Campement Jean Toh

Went out to the fields to meet JrÐpo Robert who had promised to give 
me some banana starts. As we walked back with the plants, J. rebuked his 
son for trying to carry one of  the plants on his head. He said that if  he 
did that the plant would not grow; that it would kill the plant.

12/Dec/91
Touadji-II

While we were in church Sunday morning, we heard a loud ruckus 
and soon after some wailing. As I walked home the chief  called me 
toward old man Koffi’s concession. Said that an old lady had just died. 
I followed him over to the house where some people had gathered. As 
we approached I could hear Dia’s voice coming from inside the small 
house where the old woman had lived. He was praying. Outside people 
were sitting or standing around quietly waiting. They were not praying 
with him as American Christians might do. After several minutes Janot 
came out of  the house with Dia, who was wearing a long black robe.  He 
stopped outside the house to address the group waiting outside. After 
his words,  he came over to greet me and to interpret what he had said:  
that as Nicodemas had said in the Bible, this woman was saved and 
baptized and they shouldn’t mourn too much. He went  off  to change, 
and I greeted the rest of  those present. Not very many people were 
there; I heard only one woman crying as she came out of  the deceased’s 
house. All the men then walked over and sat down under the mango 
trees of  Nimlen Gilbert, the old woman’s son. Dia came back in shorts 
and a tank top. I just listened.  During the space of  a half  an hour, 
more men showed up and sat down on the chairs and benches that had 
been circled around. Finally they talked, and people started to put down 
money for the coffin. After much calculating and figuring by more than 
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one person, seven thousand francs were counted. I gave 1,000 francs 
and offered my car for bringing the planks for the carpenter. Everyone 
greeted-thanked me at once with the standard Saro, ayoo... ayoka. The 
old woman was said to have eaten pork the night before, even though 
she had been warned that it would be too hard on her stomach. This was 
the old woman who seemed so neglected by her family. Her clothes were 
always so dirty.47  Once while Cornelia and Inge were here, Javier took all 
her pagnes and washed them for her, since she said that her family didn’t 
do it for her. Javier had to wash the items three times and even than the 
water was still dirty. She was so pleased when they were presented to her 
all washed, dried and folded. She could not stop  talking about it even 
when we came and greeted her months later. I then went with two men 
to get the wood for the coffin. Wasn’t able to witness the actual burial 
because of  our vacation in San-Pédro!  Would have been interesting to 
see a Harris burial.

12/Dec/91
Jean Toh
Touadji-I
Hot and humid with no wind

Florent’s uncle, Oulougba Koué Albert, died a while back. He had no 
children, and his family did not decide who would inherit his house. Jean 
Toh says that anyone living there now lives free of  charge, because the 
house doesn’t belong to anyone. Florent used to live there with his two 
wives. One wife left him, and the other is living near San-Pédro. He lives 
in one of  the rooms.

12/Dec/91
Touadji-I
Hot humid and no wind

I went out through the village to learn who lived where, noting names 
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of  those who had built and now live in houses. I met Jean Baptiste, 
who then accompanied me. I noticed as we walked around that in many 
cases women had left their husbands, come back to the village and built 
a house. Later their husbands would come and persuade them to go 
back with them. In such cases, the house usually went to someone else 
in the family - a sister, brother or children. Often widows would live 
in a kitchen or one room of  old house. J.B. said that when his father 
(adopted) died, Koutoukou Otto Bernard (Jigle) was appointed as 
inheritor and leader of  the family. J.B. says that he’s not doing a good 
job because he spends his time chasing after Ghanaian women, etc. J.B. 
said that Jigle would have been given the big house, but since he is a 
healer, a small house to the side and back was more appropriate. This is 
Koutoukou Gléyeh Patricia’s house. She married the chef  of  Krohon so 
she no longer needs the house.

12/Dec/91
Touadji-II
Hot humid with no wind

Orange red paste is rubbed on face and in hair of  kids to prevent 
rougeole, which appears about this time of  year, they say. This is 
supposed to protect the children.

19/Dec/91
Nimlen Joseph
Touadji-II

N.J. came over to greet us. We sat on the porch talking about this and 
that. Then he lowered his voice almost to a whisper and proceeded to 
tell me about how the Bakwé are now predominantly FPI, while he 
maintains that PDCI48 is the better party, even though they need to 
make some changes. He seemed to be saying that the country owed its 
situation today to PDCI, so abandoning the PDCI at this point would 
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be unwise.49 He said that the village doesn’t understand him and implied 
that others are out to get him. He went into who he really is, and that 
not many people know he is responsible for much of  the development 
in this area. He wrote the first letters asking for a sous-préfecture to be 
set up here.  He said that his name would come out someday,  and that I 
would see for myself. He said that the country risks going in the direction 
of  Liberia if  it is not careful. According to him FPI is a political party 
which does not have any experience and is full of  easy solutions. Their 
newspaper is full of  articles that have no basis of  proof, and he agrees 
with the government’s decision to censure all articles in the press.

19/Dec/91
Gbatou Téri Léonard
Touadji-II
No rain but cloudy

Dia came over about something. At the end of  our visit he told me 
he wanted to get his abbaye together with some others and talk to me 
and Javier about something important. Then he gave me a proverb and 
said that it was better to bring this up before it hurt any friendships. 
The proverb of  the lièvre:  Tigbio nyÚrÚ 'ni þfli 'i t¡, meaning roughly, 
“even if  you go to the bathroom at the bottom of  the water, your filth will come to 
the top.”  Along with this he said that the Harris church is responsible 
for development in this region, particularly the road. He added that the 
early Harris followers didn’t know anything, so holy water was misused 
in the church, and other errors were made. When the Harris National 
Committee was formed, there was better control over these things. He 
spoke highly of  the Harris Church.
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19/Dec/91
Gini (who lives next to Javier)
Touadji-II

Gini came over with a headache and told of  a palaver she had last Sunday 
with a woman from the Kraji quartier who had asked Gini to save five 
snails for her. The lady didn’t come when she had said she would, and 
I guess that Gini ate or sold the snails. The lady was angry and came to 
call Gini over to her concession. At first Gini said that she had done 
nothing wrong, so she wasn’t going to come. But she eventually did go.  
They verbally abused her there and even said that the reason Gini was 
acting so was because she had been healed. They said that the reason 
why Gini and Javier didn’t want people selling snails in front of  their 
place was because they were trying to protect their market. They said 
that Javier was buying snails from Soubré and selling them. Anyway it 
seemed obvious that the headache was due to this palaver. Gini thought 
that someone was out to get her through sorcery. We counseled her and 
assured her that nothing could harm her, and that she should just keep 
her eyes on God. We prayed with her after sharing several passages from 
Scripture with her and then she left. Later in the afternoon she told us, 
and has on other occasions as well, that if  we weren’t here in the village, 
she would be dead long ago because of  sorcery. We told her that it was 
God not us.

19/Dec/91
hearing
Touadji-II
Clear and cool

After the little Sunday service at the house I went over to Dia’s to wait 
for a prophetess and her party to arrive. Dia told me she had requested to 
exercise her ministry in the Harris church here. He had his reservations, 
however, and asked me to show him any passages in the Bible concerning 
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testing the prophets. He invited me to attend and wanted me to speak 
also. The party had come to the Harris service that morning and had 
gone to change clothes in Méadji before the hearing. We sat and talked 
under Dia’s hangar while we waited. When we saw them arrive in their 
car, we went over to meet them at the chef ’s hangar - the woman, her 
husband, and another man. The woman had a perpetual smile on her 
face. They were Agni. Gradually people started to congregate, mostly 
older generation but some young, too. They had not yet asked the news. 
Dia sat at the table across from the party with the chef. I sat at one side 
of  the table, others sat around on the benches. A Bakwé man arrived 
on a mobylette and came in and greeted everyone. He had come to pay 
his respects to Nimlen Gilbert, who had lost his mother. Nimlen was 
sitting behind me on a mat, leaning his back against the chef ’s house. 
I watched this man greet him, slowly taking his hand back and staring 
sympathetically into Nimlen’s downward turned face. The news had still 
not been asked of  the woman. Finally, after Lucien and Dagbata arrived, 
the news was asked in the usual fashion. They began by acknowledging 
the reason for her visit, and through a mediator told  her that they wanted 
to have some precision as to her goal. Dia spoke first in Bakwé. It was 
direct and to the point. He said that the Bakwé had been Harris since 
1965, and since their beginning they had never had a prophetess in the 
church nor even seen one. If  what she had come to do was just to help 
people, as Dorcas in the Bible did, this was good; but if  it was rather 
to have people consult her, she should declare this. The lady responded 
through her husband, who seemed to be a henpecked man. She spoke 
Agni, I believe, and then said in French that she had come because 
she could heal any disease and chase away all demons and evil spirits. 
When she said this everyone was happy, giving their grunts of  approval 
and saying that if  this was the case then they welcomed her. Dia went 
on to say that they had noticed she was trembling during the church 
service. Dagbata added that in all his travels and in all his years in the 
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church, he had never once seen trembling. If  she was going to bring this 
into the church, they didn’t want it. If  the Harris Committee found out 
that they had welcomed this type of  thing into the church, they risked 
having the cane removed from the village. They asked her directly if  she 
trembled when she exercised her powers. She said through her husband 
that she did, but that this only happened when the spirit first came down 
on everyone in the church, and that the spirit was too strong. After 
this there was no more trembling. Her trembling was not like Gbayé 
trembling. Dia and chef  Yaou responded that they would have to have a 
letter of  reference from the Harris Committee in Bingerville before they 
could accept her. She seemed confident that she could get this letter, and 
this is how the affair was left.

26/Dec/91
Gasset (Bouteille)
Touadji-II

Bouteille came over to get his gift and to tell me about a funeral custom 
that was to occur the next morning.  It was the þtugbö  dance which 
takes place three years after a patriarch dies. He said that it was necessary 
for me to be there.

26/Dec/91
Touhi
Misty cool morning

We arrived about 7:30 a.m. in Touhi, and the dance had already begun. 
We crept past a large group of  men and women who held sticks and 
pilons. They were singing and pounding the sticks in rhythm. They all 
had their faces and parts of  their bodies smeared with a black-grey mud 
like mixture. Some of  the women wore only brassieres on top.  A few 
of  them wore their pagnes in a way that  resembled diapers, exposing 
the sides of  their legs and thighs. We went straight  to the mother of  
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the chieftain and greeted her. I gave the news in Bakwé, saying what 
Bouteille told me to say, wii 'nyi 'lÚ þa bä o, 'saarÚ 'dugu blöa’ nÚ, 'a 
'ia þgÐ 'n ji þtugbö , a þtaa 'jä, þb¥ þgbiajrÐlÚ nÚ þb¥ 'mä mi o, kwla 

kwla o. After I said this, two old ladies who were listening stood up,  
dancing, and came over to greet me with the two hand atou greeting. 
They told B. that this was good, and that they were surprised. After this 
we went to B.’s room and put his stuff  there. I took out 2,000 francs 
to give to the old lady for the right to take pictures, I guess. We came 
back and gave her the money. Then we headed out to find the different 
þtugbö  groups. B. said that they were normally divided into different 
groups:  young men, young ladies, old men, etc. We found three groups: 
Touhi mixed, Touadji mixed, and one other, the composition of  which 
I am not sure. We walked slowly up to the Touhi mixed group that 
was preparing to walk around the village. They were assembled on one 
side of  the village in the back. We stood some distance away, and B. 
called over some of  the lady leaders. They came running over with loud 
shouting, one with leaves tied around her neck. B. greeted them and 
asked me to give the news. I did and then B told them that we wanted to 
take pictures. They refused at first, but B told them that we had already 
paid someone and it was okay. They immediately started the dance in 
front of  me, and I took several pictures. We then went on to find the 
other group. We found them and greeted them the same way. We walked 
in front of  that group taking pictures. The chieftain lady in this group  
was dressed immodestly by African standards. She wore the diaper-like 
pagne around her waist and a strip of  pagne covering her breasts, and 
a matching pagne on her head. She carried a pilon50 like the rest, and 
they sang while they did the dance. There were some here too, who had 
leaves tied around their necks or  waists or in back of  their waists and 
had the chalk-mud smeared on their faces and parts of  their bodies. 
We returned to the hangar to look for the T-II group and found them 
getting ready to do their round. A lady walked up and angrily refused 
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for us to take any pictures, saying that B. should dress like the rest of  
them and do the dance. We tried to explain, but they came and smeared 
black mud chalk on his face before I was allowed to take a picture of  the 
group. After a couple of  shots,  B. and I left them, and B. washed the 
stuff  off  of  his face. We went to over where the mask was. We walked 
into the concession where the mask was preparing,  and after greeting 
those outside, we were invited into the house to greet others. There were 
four men and a woman sitting around a table eating. The older man was 
the mask. He was Wané from Monogaga, they said. I gave the news 
there and they all thanked me. They wanted me to take a picture in the 
house, but I had no flash. The mask man said that he couldn’t go outside 
without wearing the mask. B. explained to me that since he didn’t come 
into the village with his family or party, no one really knows that he is  
there. That would not be good. He could only go out with the mask on. 
B. said that he wanted to get a secret medicine from this man for his 
voice. It is supposed to keep the voice from giving out after singing for 
a long time. But he couldn’t ask the man in front of  the whole group. 
There were raphia  leaves (newer shoots) over the entrance to this house 
and outside on the  framework of  another incomplete house.

26/Dec/91
Touhi
Misty cool morning

We went over to the hangar that had been made for the funeral. The 
mask was  on the ground in front of  the hangar. His translator, wearing 
the yellow shirt, was standing above him yelling things at him as he was 
singing and making mourning sounds on the ground. It was announced 
that the old man who was sick had died. Finally after some coaxing 
the people got the mask to get up, and they started to sing in harmony 
with him and his group. They sang in Guéré, and I noticed only rattles 
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as instruments at this point. People were gathering around as this was 
taking place. The singing continued, and we went over to someone’s 
house to rest and eat something. The nicest chair was given to me, and 
I was asked if  I wanted to drink water. I said no. B. drank and then he 
gave our news. The young lady there went off  for a long time and then 
came back with some foutou51 and sauce for us to eat. B. had been 
snoozing away in his chair. He woke up and we ate. It was a sauce made 
with antelope meat. It was good. The lady and her brother watched us 
eat. B. gave the brother his plate when he had eaten enough. I left only 
a little in my plate, and then the lady took all the dishes away. We then 
got ready to get up, because we heard that the Grand Béréby brass band 
had arrived.

27/Dec/91
Touhi
Clear sky warm

It was about one o’clock when we were called over by two men from 
the village of  Japaji to meet one of  their brothers who had wanted to 
get in touch with us for a long time. These two men sat us down again, 
and we went through the news. They gave theirs as well, and it was 
very long. Finally we got up and followed them to a house where we 
sat and waited for at least 30 minutes for the man to come. He was a 
small man with a goatee and a rather light, bright skin color. He came 
in and sat down with the others after shaking hands. Then the news 
was given again. Bouteille sat there listening uninterestedly as they gave 
theirs. The man, named Youkou Patrice, spoke Bakwé, and after awhile 
what he said was interpreted for me. Then we began a long discussion 
that eventually bored B., so he left. Patrice spoke about his knowledge 
of  Bakwé and his research into pharmacopie. He said that he was in 
the process of  writing a book on the Bakwé language. Said that he was 
going to expose the Bakwé nude, even if  the older generation would try 
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to kill him. He talked a lot about the spiritual realm and claimed  to be 
able to communicate with his brother’s spirit. He maintained that this 
spirit shows him what medicines to use to heal people. He spoke a great 
deal about white people, and explained that white people had mastered 
the art of  listening to the knowledge of  the departed and sharing it 
with the living. This had brought about progress. He said that the old 
Bakwé men keep all their knowledge to themselves and either die with 
it or pass it on to only one of  their sons. The knowledge they have is 
a well-guarded secret and is not used to help society as much as it is to 
have control over it. He also said that he had discovered a lot about the 
meaning behind the Bakwé vocabulary and usage. Said that the older 
generation use words to deceive and dominate people. For example, he 
mentioned kwla kwla which translated literally means “forest forest”. 
This should be only used when coming from the forest and giving the 
news. But when coming from a village or in a village, þbätä -bätä should 
be used at the end of  the news. He said the old people have introduced 
the kwla kwla  to turn people around and face them toward the forest. 
This way they can see through them, read their spirits, and gain control 
over them.  Patrice went on to say many more things about his expertise 
in the language. He started a long spiel about our translation, saying that 
if  we were not careful we would be taught the wrong Bakwé words, and 
that then the translation would be laughed at when it was done. He felt 
absolutely confident that we needed him in order to find the vocabulary 
necessary to translate well. He boasted  that someone at the University in 
Abidjan had contacted him about pharmacopie, wanting to make use of  
his knowledge  about the forest. He was very proud of  this and looked 
forward to being on TV. While we conversed, his brother would often 
interject  words or be given the floor. But while his brother  was speaking, 
Patrice would loudly take back the floor and dominate. As a result the 
brother would raise his voice and try to keep the floor until there was 
no hope. Patrice reminded me of  someone on the verge of  insanity. 
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He spoke with great drama, breaking  into laughter and acting out the 
different parts he was communicating. For example, he demonstrated 
how people would laugh at our translation. He asked me to speak some 
Bakwé, and then he asked me if  I knew what different words meant. 
I said that I didn’t know at this point, that I was just learning to speak 
Bakwé. He said that I could learn to speak it well enough, but  I might 
never really understand underneath the language and thus not do a good 
translation. When I asked him what several words meant he refused to 
tell me, saying that this was our first visit and that if  I needed him I 
could come to Japaji. He seemed to look deeply into the etymology of  
Bakwé words and almost read more into them than was really there. I 
can’t tell yet. B. was upset about his last statements about John 1:1. He 
had said that the Bible was wrong. I defended the Bible and said that he 
was wrong, so he was a little upset. He said that we would discuss that 
someday. Patrice mentioned that many people thought he had become 
crazy. They blamed it on his giving his own mother-in-law an enema 
when she came for healing. He explained to me that this was not so, that 
the mother-in-law went into the bush to do it. Later B. told me that what 
people say is true, and therefore this man really is crazy. Patrice said that 
he had not left the village for three years, and that this trip to Touhi was 
his first trip out. B. told me that Patrice used to have a beard down to his 
navel and spent a lot of  time in the forest.

27/Dec/91
Touhi

When we arrived at the hangar it was about two o’clock. There were 
several men in the middle of  a group talking to each other, one shouting 
out while the other responded with the listening responses. The 
proprietor of  the village then shouted out, “the man who was sick has died 
and everyone has cried until now. Now the sun is hot and there is palm wine for 
everyone to drink before going to wash.”  He said to come back at 16h00 to 
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dance. Janot (Yawa) from T-II served up the drink and others distributed. 
I was given a small red fleshy fruit52 with wings called, niglite. It is sweet 
and is believed to make the wine even sweeter for those who do not 
really like the taste of  wine. I was asked to go back to T-II to get three 
more women for the singing. B. and I did, and when we came back they 
got out of  the car a little distance away from the hangar and did their 
þtugbö  dance. The women were Pije Aya, Bertine Pije and another 
older woman  I didn’t know. A man took a bottle of  red wine and went a 
short distance from the hangar. Speaking loudly he spilled all of  it onto 
the ground from waist level. B. explained to me that because there were 
always sorcerers present wherever there were a lot of  people gathered, 
this man was calling on the spirits of  the ancestors to tell them that we 
had come to a funeral, and that the spirits should watch over everyone 
there so that anyone who was a sorcerer would die, but that everyone 
else would be protected. I noticed a group of  three younger guys sitting 
to the side, and  I asked why they were dressed the way they were. B. said 
that this was a young people’s þtugbö  group. They were sitting together 
with chalk on their bodies, and with palm branches around their waists 
and chests. Chalk was even in their hair.  The singing mask was there 
with his þgäl¥a 'jÐ, that is, his translator. The mask spoke Guéré and 
this man translated.53 We were called over by the mask for a picture. The 
mask wanted the picture, not I, but I was still told to give the mask 15 
francs. I only had 50, so I gave it to him. I think that the amount is not 
important, but the mask had to be appeased. A man told me that if  you 
drink palm wine, you should not eat the heart of  palm. There are four 
things: the wine, the heart, the oil, and the kernel oil. If  you eat all of  
four of  these things, you will get grey hair prematurely. This man told 
me that his oldest sister asks him to stop eating all of  these, but that he 
likes them too much. That is why he has grey hair. Dia the Harris priest 
says the same thing. Said this public drinking was called, jrianÐ.
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27/Dec/91
Touhi

I asked Bouteille to repeat what the people were singing in the þtugbö  
song. Here is what he said:  Nyat¥ri 'a pa, gbala Pabia, nyat¥ri 'a pa,  
which means, Pity has come, tell Pabia, pity has come. Pity has come, the old 
man at his age now can’t explain to us the past, don’t know who can. 
The word may be þtugbö. The word, þj¡rÐ þtugbö is used when an old 
person dies, and tafu þtugbö when a woman dies in childbirth. Cornelia 
and Inge saw the tafu þtugbö dance in Touadji II. Only women are 
allowed to see this  dance. They apparently undress for it. The women 
believe that men are the cause of  the death, since a man got the woman 
pregnant. B. said that they think that men made war in the village.   The 
þtugbö dancing began, and everyone really got into it. There were several 
drummers and a lead drum for the dancers. Yawa (Janot) of  T-II played 
a rhythm drum and did not look up at the dancers as the lead drummer 
did. Women went into the middle of  the tight circle to solo for a few 
seconds until someone would break in and stop them. B. and I left to see 
where we were going to eat dinner. As we walked, he said that there were 
sorcerers in the village, so it was important to know whom to trust for 
food, etc. It was important to eat only with people you trusted and listen  
to their advice. He had asked a woman named Blandine to cook for us 
and said that  he always came to her when he was here.

27/Dec/91
Touhi

The dancing stopped. Several old men stood in the middle and explained 
some rules and regulations to everyone:   1) If  the appointed police 
caught anyone going into a hut with a woman they would pay a fine. 2)  
A married man had to pay 1000 francs in order to sleep with his wife. 
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3)  Anyone who came to the funeral without first having greeted the 
family had to pay 200 francs. 4)  A fine of  100 francs was charged for 
anyone who didn’t use the insult given as a bisienyÚnÚ by a woman. I 
was told that in a closed off  area joined to hangar, there was a woman 
who would give out insults as people’s greeting name. The family of  
the deceased was also in this enclosed room. It was closed off  with 
woven palm branches. There were three doorways:  one for visitors and 
their  families, one for residents of  Touhi, and a third for the bureau 
that was in the  enclosure  (called these préfet et al.). These doorways 
would be changed periodically and  announced at intervals. If  anyone 
entered by the wrong door during the day he had to pay 100 francs.   
We left the hangar area, as it was being closed off  with black plastic for 
the night. Lucien of  T-II told me that it was not just the family of  the 
deceased in the enclosure, but also others, including women from the 
village. Before they closed off  the hangar and while the dancing was 
still going on, I noticed a lady with tattooing all over her body except 
for her face. I greeted her, commenting on the artwork. She called me 
over and took me around to  the back of  the hangar where there was an 
old woman painting another lady with the thin black lines. This lady was 
having her face done. She was dressed, and it looked like her body had 
already been done . It was the finest tattooing art I had ever seen. The 
artist was an old woman from Touhi.54  She was using a small stick with 
what appeared to be small pieces of  shredded chicken feathers wrapped 
around it. She would dip this into the paint in a piece of  broken pottery 
. The paint was made from the juice of  a certain plant mixed with ashes, 
which she had in another piece of  broken pot. They said that this would 
wear off  in about a week.  I asked why they did this. They told me that 
it was done when going into and coming out of  mourning. Their father 
had died five years ago.  Only those related to the deceased do this. They 
told me that when they wash it off  they can then wear a white pagne, but 
that the widow had to continue wearing black for a longer time.
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27/Dec/91
Touhi

In a conversation with Lucien from T-II and another man from Japaji, 
they told me about alliances and some of  the reasons for their formation. 
They said that Kpéhiri are the slaves of  the Nyragbi; this is one kind of  
alliance, and that Touajdi are allied with Touhi for other reasons ( didn’t 
ever find out why exactly). The Bakwé in general have allied with Wané, 
Godié, Dida, Niaboua, Kodia, Abey, Abidji, and Kouya. Lucien called 
the Touhi people their “in-laws.” This is an example of  how an alliance 
might be formed:  someone on his way from Touhi to Touadji II might 
be captured by the village of  Krohon. Touadji II intervenes and saves 
the man’s life. Touhi then makes an alliance with Touadji II.

27/Dec/91
Touhi

We were sitting on the side of  the road opposite the funeral hangar, and 
I asked Lucien who and what was behind the palm leaf  enclosure next 
to the hangar. He said that there were a sous-préfet, a young woman 
for their “boy,” a high commissioner, a policeman, a doctor who tastes 
all the food coming in and going out of  the room, an afloko who gives 
out the insults as greeting names to people, and two women to serve 
the others. There was a special door for these people in the back of  the 
hangar. There was another door to the inside of  the now closed-off  
hangar, and a doorway for the public in the front. These people will stay 
in this room for four days. After this there will be no more laws. After 
eight days, everyone will be called and told that the funeral is over. The 
doctor will visit the village to get money. He will say that on that night 
no one is to spill out water or he will be fined. Everyone can bathe at 
around three o’clock on the eighth day. On this day young men can wear 
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brassieres, ladies can wear men’s pants, and they can all go around to 
greet the whole village and get money. This is only for those who were 
inside the enclosure. The next  day those related to the deceased may 
wash and then eat. At this time a parent can give his daughter’s dowry 
to a man of  his choice s¡r¡tÐ. They wash, an old lady paints them, and 
at five o’clock in the morning an old lady takes them to the place where 
people toss out the garbage. She looks around and finds three old palm 
kernels, gives them to the person coming out of  mourning to put in or 
up to mouth and throw away. The person says, If  I ate while in mourning 
may I die, if  not may I have good health now. This is done three times. Then 
the person comes back with the old woman and washes. A chicken is 
killed and cooked with red oil, k¥kpe, and given to the person to eat 
with rice. Oil is then taken from the crushed burnt kernel of  the palm 
nut, sakpe, and rubbed on the skin. They can wash at three o’clock, and 
they go out together, all well-dressed, to greet the village. On the ninth 
day55 the loot is brought together. The village is called. They say,  we are 
the ones who were inside the enclosure, and here is the loot we got from all the fines, 
the greetings .... They give it to the village minus the bottles  of  beer and 
wine they consumed already, and then the village gives them a goat that 
has been killed and cooked.56

27/Dec/91
Touhi

It was 18:45 and nightfall. The singing mask was out and drums were 
being played. There were two rows of  benches extending  toward the 
road from the ends of  the hangar. Children and others were sitting 
there watching the mask and his helpers.  B. was tapping the lead drum 
accompanying the singing mask, who would occasionally break into 
a little dancing. Apparently the singing mask had to pay a fine to the 
dancing  mask if  he danced, and vice versa. When I asked B. later he 
said that the singing mask’s little dance wouldn’t really be called dancing. 
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I sat down with the chief  on a bench.  The translator came over to 
us, squatted, and reached out and greeted the chief  in Bakwé. He then 
turned around and called out to the mask to get his attention. The mask 
and the men playing the rattles came over to us. We sat there with the 
mask and his party as they continued singing. The translator translated 
the Guéré into Bakwé for us and addressed the chief. Sometimes the 
mask kept on singing even when the translator was translating. The 
mask asked the chief, What is man?  Mask said that if  you find blood 
on the ground you can’t tell whether it is blood of  a white man or a 
black man. Said that man is blood. Then he said to me and translated 
into French, that the mask thanks white man for giving black man the 
cutlass. They went away from us and after a short time called us into the 
middle. They said that I was called over because I was with the chief  and 
because I am white. Told the chief  that long ago the white man couldn’t 
come here and learn their language, but that now it can happen and that 
is good. The chief  gave him the news and explained why I was there. 
The mask gave us a proverb:  once the cock and the Senegalese coucal 
had a contest to see who could sing better. The cock kept messing up 
and singing when he shouldn’t, but the coucal always sang on time and 
won. We gave the mask some change, the chief  gave 15 francs and I 
gave 50 again. I was told  that he was continually giving proverbs.  The 
mask resumed singing.

26/Feb/92
Gagné Dieudonné
Touadji II

I heard that Dia had called together the elders to judge between him and 
his daughter, Georgette. Dia did not want to keep feeding Georgette’s 
child. He wanted Georgette’s husband to take him to Kpéhiri. The child 
was only two years old.   Dia had embarrassed Georgette one day when 
his anger flared up at the child. The child had soiled his pants, and his 
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other daughter was about to clean him up. Dia told her not to clean him, 
and asked where Gerogette was. He grabbed the child and took him to 
Georgette where she was chatting with a group of  her friends near the 
boutiques by the road. He forcefully gave her the baby in front of  her 
friends, demanding that she clean him. Georgette mouthed off  at him, 
apparently. I was going to San-Pédro with Dieudonné one day to get 
parts for the well pump, when the subject of  Dia and Georgette  came 
up. I asked Dieudonné what the outcome of  the trial was.  He told me 
that Dia was not right in what he had done. He said that the child was 
too young to go off  with the father yet. Secondly, he said that Dia was 
not right to shame his daughter in front of  her friends. He said that 
it was Dia’s own fault that she mouthed off  at him. His own actions 
caused the problem. Later we talked of  the priest’s behavior, and how 
so many people are turned off  by the Harris Church because of  it. D. 
says the Dia always wants to talk fast (has a temper), and that he doesn’t 
show a good example. Said that soon after he took the office of  porteur-
cane57 in the new village, he went off  to Djapadji and had an affair with 
another woman. He walked all the way there with his robe and cane. 
Upon arrival he was too tired to preach at all, and he had an affair. This 
discouraged everyone. Dieudonné went on to say that he prays and tries 
to not steal, etc., even though he no longer goes to church. He said that 
if  he steals, God knows why, and that it is not out of  meanness but 
for survival. He seemed to think that God would forgive him for this. 
Dieudonné confessed to me that his wife was jealous because he was 
carrying on a relationship with Aj¡k¡ in the village. I told him that she 
was right in being  jealous.

26/Feb/92
Touadji II

The village well had been broken for more than a year. One day I walked 
by it on my way to the chief ’s house. I looked it over and then continued 
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on. The chief  had seen me look at it, and asked me if  I wanted to fix 
it. I said yes, that I could always try. He called over Gagné Dieudonné, 
who was the president of  the well committee. We set a date to look at 
it, since I had all the tools that were necessary. We attacked the pump 
early one morning with the help of  S¥s¥, David, Lucien and a few other 
bystanders. The well committee consisted of  Dieudonné, Alexi (S¥s¥), 
and David. We found the problem after pulling up all the pipe and the 
intake siphon. Lucien and D. knew quite a bit about the pump, since 
they had watched the repairers fix it in the past. I was surprised at their 
knowledge. We decided to go to the Village Pump Headquarters in San-
Pédro the next day to see if  they had any old parts they could give us. I 
was out of  money and let them know that I would need to put 5,000 cfa 
of  gas in the car for the trip. They promised to pay me back within the 
week from the village cash-box that Lucien holds. I was paid in a few 
days. We got the pipe that we needed and repaired the pump, again with 
the help of  many bystanders. I was then nominated treasurer (I offered),  
Alexis was made president and David vice-president. Each evening the 
money from the day was to be brought to me. I supplied a lock for the 
well. We decided that each person should pay 10 cfa for a bucket or 
cuvette, or each family could pay 250 cfa for the whole month. The 
money has been coming in, although I think that the young men who 
collect it are eating some of  it each day. Still, we have made over 8,000 
so far! Dieudonné has decided to be the mechanic and collect the 5,000 
cfa that would be paid each time a repair is made.

19/Mar/92
Touadji II

About two or three weeks after the mother of  Nemlin Gilbert died, the 
parents of  the old lady came to inquire, as is the custom. That morning 
Jean Toh came and told me that the men of  the village had to leave. 
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They (Bertain, Ny¡swa, Georges, Tany¡ Georges, JrÐpo Robert, Gagné) 
were sitting out in front of  Gini’s house, waiting to be called. Oupoyo 
came after a brief  wait, saying that they wouldn’t sit down because no 
hangar had been built when the woman died. Also, three from Touadji 
III had visited their village before this date and greeted them there, but 
they shouldn’t have because of  the death. We walked over to the middle 
of  the village where the others were. There was some doubt as to what I 
should do. The T-II guys told me to sit down under the trees at Lucien’s 
and wait for them. They went on ahead and from a good distance 
greeted Oupoyo, who acted as intermediary between the two villages. I 
was called over and led by a man from Oupoyo to greet Téréadji. The 
Oupoyo man introduced me first. I then went to sit down with T-II. By 
then they were sitting to the side of  the well under Lucien’s trees. Two 
Oupoyo men came back; one telling us something through the other. 
The second man was giving the verbal feedback as if  the words were 
addressed to him. It seemed that it had to do with money. Bertain, who 
was sitting next to me, said that T-II gave 5 francs for Oupoyo to say 
that Téréadji’s daughter had died; 5 francs for not making the hangar; 
25 francs to beg Téréadji to sit down under the hangar in front of  the 
chief ’s; 5 francs to beg to be able to come and greet T. and come out 
of  the bush (where they were waiting); 5 francs again to say that T.’s 
daughter had died.

26/Feb/92
Gagné Dieudonné
Touadji II

Dieudonné’s wife left him and went back to her village of  Gblétia.58  
She took the oldest and the youngest children with her. D. was left with 
the middle child, who was the most unruly. He asked me to stop in at 
Glétia on my way to Soubré and say hi to her. He said that she would be 
surprised. He also said that he was going to leave Aj¡k¡ now, because 
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he wanted his wife back. His wife was jealous because D. had been 
carrying on a relationship with Aj¡k¡. D. said that if  I stopped in to 
see his wife, I shouldn’t say anything except that I was “walking” with 
her husband, and that someday I would be back to tell her something. 
He said that later I could tell her that I had told her husband to leave 
that other woman and to never go back to her. I stopped in and did 
just what he had asked. I was led to the wife by a young lady. I was 
given a seat and then gave the news, saying that there was no bad news, 
and then I told her what  I mentioned above. She was surprised and 
maybe embarrassed; she smiled a lot. When I walked back to the car, she 
followed and greeted the chief, who was waiting for me there. D. told me 
that the jealousy of  his wife pleased him a lot.

12/Feb/92
T-II
dry harmattan

Triplets were born to a daughter of  the deceased Clé Jules. The next 
morning we went (separately) to greet the family. Aj¡k¡ accompanied 
me into the room where the mother and newborns were. Just outside 
the room on a chair were two bowls, one with a yellow paste and the 
other with a thicker white substance. Aj¡k¡ took the yellow paste and 
smeared some across my forehead and cheeks (we took a picture of  
the pattern). She then put a little ball of  the white stuff  in each of  my 
hands. She instructed me to go in and greet the mother and then put 
the white balls into her outstretched hands. 59  I did so, and the mother 
then crumbled them into small pieces and put them back into my palms. 
I was then to rub this on my cheeks and down (much of  it fell to the 
floor). The mother was sitting up, and the three babies were lying on 
their backs with a pagne covering all three. They had some sort of  black 
chalk rubbed on their faces.60  An older lady was sitting next to the bed 
on the side where I stood,  and she seemed to be fussing over the babies 
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and giving advice.  There were at least three other women in the room 
as well. When Lisa went, she asked if  the mother was nursing yet, and 
they said no, because the nurse (Prospère) had told them not to do so 
until the mother got a tetanus shot. There seems to be a feeling that the 
colostrum is not good for  babies. They were giving water to the infants, 
though, they said. There were eight evenings of  singing after the births. 
Someone said that one has to be careful to do everything right when 
twins or triplets are born, otherwise they are not happy and they often 
return to where they came from. Another told us that this was like a 
sacrifice. This, then, can be serious for the husband or someone in the 
family. Another person told me that Clé Jules was no doubt amongst 
one of  the triplets. There were two girls and one boy. The boy died a day 
later, and within the week the two girls died as well. They weighed no 
more than two pounds each! Afterward there was happiness in general, 
no mourning.  The mother seemed unaffected by the whole thing when 
she later came to borrow some vinaigre for her salad (she said it was 
for that). Dia told me that though he wasn’t there, some sort of  coffin 
was made out of  wood, since the babies were humans. “No human gets 
buried in a mat,” he said.

12/Feb/92
Gnipi II

A meeting concerning the Parc National de Taï was called by M. Gerard 
BAUM, the German porte-parole for the WWF. He had called the meeting 
only a day and a half  before. Principal men from each of  four Bakwé 
villages were to be there:  Touadji II, Gnipi II, Galéa, and Gnamadji. 
These villages, he said, were the ones near the park which historically 
had given away the most land to foreigners. This might have meant that 
they had more of  it to begin with, and thus were considered to be more 
important traditional landowner villages. BAUM was wanting them to 
organize the meeting without him and choose one representative from 
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each of  the four villages to go to the main meeting in Abidjan. I arrived 
with Lucien, and Nyoswa Ernest. Later Poto Mattias and Nyépa Paul 
showed up from Touadji II. We were seated under a hangar in front of  
the house of  the oldest man in the village. There were two tables and 
many chairs set out. We were then asked the news. According to BAUM, 
the old man of  the village, Napo, was a very astute and influential Bakwé 
man. He was a war veteran and was imprisoned in Germany during the 
war. There was one man in the region older than Napo - Alexandre’s 
father - but he was in a campement and thus not considered by the rest 
(according to Lucien). When BAUM came he didn’t give the news, and 
the Bakwé insisted that he at least give the “small” news, even if  there 
would be more to come for everyone to listen to. When Gnamadji and 
Galéa were sent for with BAUM’s car, the meeting finally got started. It 
was led by two of  Napo’s sons, and they sat at the table after M. BAUM 
refused the spot. The old man sat on his small short legged important-
person chair. It seemed as if  the two sons actually were mediators for 
the old man. They spent a lot of  time talking about the meetings held 
by BAUM in each of  their villages . Each village spoke about what 
they had been told. A little confusion still existed as to how the Bakwé 
would be helped if  they couldn’t use the Parc for hunting and farms, 
etc. They were told that they would be provided with the know-how to 
raise vegetables and animals, such as agouti. They all spoke Bakwé. They 
went on talking, and making the final decision of  what they wanted out 
of  all this. The two sons led the meeting very well. Whenever someone 
started talking while someone else was speaking, one of  them would 
snap a quick word or knock on the table to get it quiet again. After 
everyone had talked, one son, Gbua, used this phrase, Zr¡p¡a nyüü. The 
Zr¡p¡ is the name of  a patriarch and the a nyüü is “children of.”   Some 
explanation went in the direction of  Napo, after which the old man said 
something. Some more discussion followed with another intermediary 
from Gnipi II, a younger man sitting off  to the side. Another man gave 
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his speech and then said a 'nyaa þwälÚkÐ, “I sit down” and sat back in his 
chair. Finally Gbua turned to BAUM and said that the delegation was 
ready. M. BAUM was flabbergasted, because he had told them to select 
only one person, and they had chosen four –one from each village. With 
fire in his voice, BAUM explained that this was not possible. They told 
him to cool down and they talked again among themselves. Some were 
saying, “ce n’est pas possible!”  I wondered if  they feared creating jealousies 
if  only one village were represented. Finally they asked for only two 
men, one literate and one not. B. still was not in agreement. This caused 
Poto, who was the second one, to flare up and say in French that if  this 
was so, then the Bakwé would not participate, because the Bakwé say 
that they want two representatives, period. He got up and walked off  
a short distance. The more diplomatic Gbua then asked BAUM if  he 
really needed the Bakwé. BAUM said yes, everyone was needed, but for 
logistics reasons it was in the Bakwé’s best interest that only one person 
represent them at the meeting, which would have 50 or more people 
present, including ministers and funding companies. Finally BAUM 
decided to give them two representatives on the condition that the 
second person pay his own transportation and meals. This they agreed 
upon, although some of  them laughed at his tact. Then the Bakwé asked 
BAUM if  he wanted their final conclusion. He said that he was listening. 
They said, “We decide that if  the Parc is given to you, then you want to give it back 
to us.  We want you to only give us each a village near the Parc. You can build this 
village along with the necessary things like, hospital, school, market, also road and 
finally forest for farms. Also, jobs for the young of  the village to assure the guard of  
the Parc. Then we will protect the Parc.”  M. BAUM was cool and pensive, 
and said that if  he were they, he wouldn’t ask for too much. He said 
that he would have put food at the top of  the list, and that he thought 
their priorities were mixed up.  Finally Bada of  Gnamadji was chosen as 
the official delegate to represent the Bakwé at the meeting. The Bakwé 
asked for BAUM’S pen when he drew it out to write down the name. 
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They also boldly asked him to bring 5 beers and 5 wine bottles before 
closing the meeting. B. questioned their customs but finally agreed to 2 
beers, 2 wines, and three tonics. They were happy. Talking around a map 
of  the Parc as people were drinking later, I overheard Poto saying that 
if  they could get into the zone, then they could get into the Parc. Baum 
told me that the Bakwé were totally unimportant as far as protection 
of  the Parc is concerned. There are some 7,000 of  them and 21,000 
of  other tribes in the region and now 36,000 Liberian refugees. He said 
that he just has to humor them. Said also that the Bakwé were unwise 
and  had not kept strict control of  the land that they gave away, whereas 
the Guéré north of  the Parc kept a tight rein, and thus would be more 
helpful in controlling poaching, etc.

26/Feb/92
Gnipi II

It was Sunday morning about 8:00 a.m. We were having our morning 
church service when the chief  and Ny¡swa Ernest came by, all ready to 
go to Gnipi II for the meeting with Mr. Gerard BAUM of  the WWF. I 
had told them that I would be free around 9:30. They left when I said 
that I would be there as soon as possible. Then about fifteen minutes 
later Nyépa Paul came hurrying in, saying that we should be leaving. So 
I finished the service and we left. In the car with me were the Chief, 
Nyépa Paul, Ny¡swa Ernest, and Lucien. They seemed eager to find out 
what had happened at the Abidjan meeting. They had sent  Bada from 
Gnamadji as their delegate. We arrived and greeted the men under the 
hangar, and then we went over and greeted the old man Napo, who was 
sitting in the shade on a mat. After that we went around and greeted 
various people at different houses. When I greeted someone with 
Mama, ayoo. I was corrected, because that was French, and I should 
have used Maa ayoo, which is real Bakwé. Then we sat down. Lucien 
gave the news from Touadji II  after Gnipi first gave us their news. 
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We were greeted with the war cry for all Bakwé: Ja nükpayio. Gbua, 
receiving the news, then greeted Bada, and afterward Bada greeted all 
of  us with something that sounded like  ...tÐÚ 'n tr¥ 'amÚ o (a greeting to 
all the elders). It seemed everyone was happy with the outcome of  the 
meeting. At the end of  the good news, the above war cry greeting was 
used again by Gbua. Bada sat at the table with Gbua and gave the report 
all in Bakwé. Afterward there were applause, remarks and questions. 
Bada responded to the questions, addressing Gbua as intermediary. 
Again, Gbua pounded on the table or used a whistle when things got 
out of  hand. Poto Mattias never showed up for the meeting in Abidjan; 
there was some talk about this that I didn’t understand. There was also 
talk about photocopies of  the reports for each of  the villages. They 
finally settled on each village paying for their own photocopies. Lucien 
gave 400 cfa for T-II. I think that the discussion was about Bada paying 
for them out of  what he gained at the conference. He was given 34,000 
cfa there for expenses and transportation. There were only two younger 
men between the ages of  18 and 30 present; otherwise, only middle 
aged and older. Before we left we were offered drinks by the village: 
two beers and one J&B bottle covered with newspaper. The drinks 
were served in the funeral manner. There were several comments about 
BAUM being a good man for wanting to help the Bakwé. The two older 
men who offered the drinks to the group gave a speech as the drinks 
were presented. They sat on stools in the front left corner of  the hangar. 
After the round of  drinks, until the J&B was finished, we were seated at 
the table in the middle to eat.

26/Feb/92
Touadji II

I remember hearing a comment made by the chief  concerning the 
teachers in the village. They were not required to pay for water from 
the well as the rest of  the villagers were.  The chief  was mad because 
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he thought we had let the teachers off. He felt that they should have to 
pay for everything, since the village provided their houses. The teachers, 
on the other hand, told me that if  they had to pay for things like water, 
they would just as soon leave the village. They said that if  that is how 
much they are appreciated by the village, they did not have to stay. They 
also said that in other villages everything was free for the teachers. 
Among the Bakwé there seems to be at least some kind of  felt need for 
education,  despite the chief ’s attitude. Earlier the villagers were upset 
when the Sous-Préfet reduced the number of  teachers, and thus classes, 
in the Touadji school. The reason later given was that there was a lack 
of  teachers in the whole area.

27/Mar/92
Touadji II
Cooler but no rain

The Baptist missionaries had targeted T-II for the founding of  a church. 
They came once to talk with the chief  and ask his permission to show 
a movie in front of  his house. The same day they went to visit a Baptist 
Bakwé woman who was back from Abidjan and to ask her for the use 
of  her hangar for their meetings. She agreed, and the chief  agreed. The 
time was set for Saturday night for the film and Sunday morning for 
the church service. Along with the missionary came a young man from 
Blahou who was able to communicate in Bakwé. Saturday came and so 
did a young pastor from Soubré. Asa came with another young Bakwé 
man from Blahou. The pastor from Soubré came first and made the 
rounds in the village with Désiré to invite people to the film in the 
evening . Then Asa61 and his crew came later to set up the film. There 
were a lot of  young and older people present at the chief ’s as the crew 
was setting up. Many seemed excited about what was happening. A storm 
was approaching at this time. We invited the crew to eat something after 
setting up, and they accepted. This hopefully gave some time for the 
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villagers to bathe and eat. However, by the time we started the film, 
the rain had started as well. Once the crew had put the screen under 
the protection of  the chief ’s hangar and had moved the truck with the 
projector, the movie continued. The rain diminished the turnout, but 
there were still about fifty adults and at least fifty children. Interestingly, 
the next morning there was a death in the village. An old woman, the 
grandmother of  Michel, died. This delayed the beginning of  the church 
service, as Asa was asked to go over there and pray. By the time the 
service got underway, there were quite a few present, mostly Bakwé. To 
my surprise, Delphine, Cécile (sisters) and Poto Mattias’ youngest wife 
were there. The service was led mostly by Firmain of  Blahou, who spoke 
both in Bakwé and in French quite adequately, though in the Nyragbi 
dialect of  Blahou (which is not pure). Asa preached and several Bakwé 
songs were sung. Praying was done mostly all at the same time.

08/Apr/92
Men at funeral of  Lucy’s mother
Touadji II
Overcast-rainy

I went to pay respects the day before the arrival of  the body. This was 
about ten days after the old woman had died. I sat down after greeting 
people with the chief. Around me were men from Glétia, Gnipi and 
Gniti. I was told how Gnipi and Gniti got their names. It is said that 
these two villages were the first in the region. Gnipi is literally, “nyöapi”, 
meaning, “les traces des hommes.” Apparently Gnipi was first in the 
area, and when Gniti arrived and saw the footprints, they called the 
people Gnipi people. Gniti is literally, “nyöate,”  meaning “les cries des 
hommes.”  One day Gnipi heard voices, and they called the people who 
had recently installed themselves the people of  Gniti. For an explanation 
of  Touadji, however, I got several answers. They volunteered the 
information, but told me I must call the old people together to ask 
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them. They said, Touadji could mean, “tu” which means ensemble, or 
“toaji,” which means “les enfants de même père.”  “To” is also the poto 
animal. It also, depending on tone again, could mean the children of  
the bush cow.

08/Apr/92
Koto Pascal de Gblétia
Touadji II
Overcast-rainy

Sat next to Pascal at the funeral of  Lucy’s mother. He cited  his genealogy 
to me. He said that the village of  Gnipi was the first one in the area, 
way back when the Bakwé were migrating here from Egypt. He asked 
me where Adam and Eve came from and I said north and east a little 
from Egypt. With this he was satisfied that what he had been told earlier 
was the truth. He went on to say that over the span of  many years they 
came from Egypt across Mali and through Korhogo, over to Liberia and 
finally down here into southwest Côte d’Ivoire. His genealogy on the 
father’s side goes like this: Tuap¡nyÐÐ Jisio G¥ JÚre who had Soro Matu 
Oplö To W¡to Gbua W¡to Kuyu Jire (living today, retired in Gblétia) 
¥w(?) Jire went to be near San-Pédro (Gniti), came from Touadji I.62

08/Apr/92
Lucy’s mother’s funeral: Gnagbé Git¥ KamÚ 
Touadji II
Overcast-rainy

Background:  About ten days ago the old woman died of  old age. There 
was wailing in the village one morning and the body was soon taken 
to Soubré for embalming. The villagers that I talked to said that her 
children had money to do this. The burial date was set for the third of  
April. A hangar was put up several days before the date, and a funeral 
hangar with palm branches was put up near the doorway of  the house. 
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After the body was taken to Soubré there were not too many people 
around the house, but as the day approached, the family started to arrive. 
I went to visit the day before the burial and the day of  the burial. On 
the day of  the burial there were many people present. The hanger with 
the orange tarp was set up pavilion-style. The posts had pagnes wrapped 
around them. The woman’s bed, with white canopy and bedspread, was 
on display. There were mostly women dancing and singing near the bed, 
while some of  the young men played the drums.63 There was a feeling 
of  celebration in the air. All the same, the singing was considered wail-
singing by one person I asked. The old woman’s picture was displayed 
on the empty bed. The president of  the funeral was Nyépa Dagbata 
Prospère, with Dieudonné Gagné as his adjoint. By 14h30 a Krumen 
musical group was singing, and had been doing so since the night 
before. There were couches with expensive pagnes covering them set 
out for the arriving Député-Maire Donwaié of  Mayo, the Sous-Préfet 
of  Méadji, and company. I was given a seat with other guests. Everyone 
was waiting for the arrival of  the body and these guests before the burial 
would take place. The body soon arrived from Soubré in an ornate white 
coffin. Everyone stood as it was carried over and put in the middle 
of  the bed. The family arranged things around it and soon most were 
sitting down again. The deceased woman had five girls, and I was told 
that these girls had married some important people, which is why the 
government officials were coming. The député-maire arrived, and we 
rose to greet him as he made his entrance. After greeting us near the 
entry he and his company went over to the coffin and stood solemnly 
for a few seconds before going on and greeting the rest of  the family and 
people present. Then the sous-préfet arrived much in the same manner. 
After some singing and dancing by the Krumen group, an old man from 
the village stood up and addressed the guests. Dieudonné responded 
with the usual grunting. The old man stumbled on his words briefly, and 
there was snickering from the villagers. Another man translated for the 
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guests, saying that the old man had said that if  you see all the parents 
assembled here today, it is because they have lost their old mother, and 
that the chief, who is the husband of  the old woman, has lost his wife,...
that’s why they are here. The preface to the address was : Du...niami.... 
and another time I heard, Dugu kä niami... The maire gave a gift to his 
aide who then passed it on to the translator, who in turn announced 
the gifts and put them on the ground in front of  Dieudonné. The gift 
was 35,000 francs and a kéita64 pagne worth about the same. D. then 
announced the gifts to the public all in Bakwé. People then got up and 
went over to shake the hand of  the maire and his party. The sous-préfet  
followed suit with his gift, which was announced in the same manner as  
'¡a 'yio 'wuë kale, meaning “mourning for his mother.”  The sous-préfet was 
thanked in the same way as the maire. After more waiting I saw someone 
come over to a man in the front row of  villagers. This man was sitting 
with his legs stretched out in front of  him and crossed. The man who 
approached uncrossed the seated man’s legs . Others snickered. The 
man was careful to not cross his legs after this. I asked a man next to 
me what it was about, and was told that it was just a joke. The maire 
and sous-préfet were then offered drink (five bottles of  beer, and two 
bottles of  hard liquor). Glasses were brought and set out. However, the 
guests refused, saying that they should get on with the burial first. The 
booze and glasses were then taken away. Dominique got up then to read 
a short account  of  the life history of  the old lady, and I learned that he 
was an adopted son of  the woman. Dominique read the words between 
tears. The woman had been very active in the past supporting the new 
president Houphouët B. when he came to power, as well as active 
throughout the years with the AFI. Her children were also active in 
politics to some degree. After the reading a spokesperson stood up and, 
on behalf  of  the maire and sous-préfet,  briefly thanked Dominique for 
the speech . The coffin was then opened by the family and I noticed 
them putting in various items of  cloth. I asked what was being put in 
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and they told me pagnes, but not just any kind. No keita pagnes were 
put in, because these are sewn together in strips. Every pagne has to be 
a long bolt of  cloth. So they put in Fancy, Wax, Adégrand, etc. Her old 
clothes could have been put in if  the family had wanted to do so, but no 
jewelry or enema bulb. Finally they closed the coffin again. At this point, 
Jean Toh was asked to bring his truck over. He refused, saying that since 
this was their mother they should show respect by carrying her over to 
where his truck was parked. They got ready to do this, clearing people 
out of  the way. I moved over to the side. Then Nyépa Dagbata came 
into the middle and began calling out loudly in Bakwé as Dieudonné 
responded. I was told by Felix that he was saying that he owed the old 
lady 3,000 francs, because he had said that he would plaster her kitchen 
and had been given the money, but he never did the work. The word was 
given then to everyone, that if  anyone owed the old woman, or the old 
woman owed anyone, they should speak now. Someone else said that he 
had bought the old lady’s goats for 10,000. He had taken the goats but 
never paid the 10,000 francs. Everyone rose as the coffin was picked 
up by the family and carried to Jean Toh’s pickup truck. There the men 
climbed aboard. The guests got into their cars and accompanied them to 
the cemetery.65  At this point I walked home with Alexander.

08/Apr/92
Touadji II
Overcast-rainy

Ouelé Pierre, the brother of  Léonard’s wife, complained of  a stomach 
ache last week. Javier visited him and saw that his stomach was badly 
bloated . He prayed with him and gave him 500 francs so the young men 
could put essence in their mobylette and go get some medicine at the 
bloc. In the middle of  the night Bouteille was wakened to go out and 
get more medicine. The next morning Léonard took Pierre to Soubré. 
In Soubré they said to take him to Gagnoa, but before they could get 
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a car he died. That morning, two young boys came early with a note 
from Léonard asking me for 1000 francs in order to send someone off  
to get Pierre’s mother in Grëbiaji. I gave the money to them, and then 
Bouteille came by wondering what was taking so long. B. explained what 
had happened again. Then they went off. About 15:00 the news came 
that Pierre was dead. There was wailing from the women from that side 
of  the village. I was occupied with something and did not go to see what 
was happening;  apparently he was buried late that night . This happened 
the day before the arrival of  the body of  Lucy’s mother. The funeral 
of  the old lady overshadowed Pierre’s. Many suspect poisoning. Pierre 
was not from this village, but his mother came from here. He was a rich 
man because he had both his father’s plantation and his own, totaling 
6 hectares. This year he had moved away from Touadji II and rented 
a house in Méadji, rarely setting foot in Touadji II anymore. Nimlen 
Dagbata said that it was his own fault for not having anybody watch out 
for him, and for not confessing if  he had done anything.66  Said that he 
is in God’s hands now.

08/Apr/92
Touadji II
Overcast-rainy

'¼ ny¡¡a mr¥¥ jö , “He ate human flesh,” they say. About 8:00 p.m. Touka 
George’s little brother came to the house calling for me incessantly. 
Javier came over with him,  and I finally went out to see what he wanted. 
He was worried, and quickly told me that his brother was seriously ill 
in Krohon. He asked me to go get him right away, since Jean Toh was 
not in town. I told him that I would change and meet him at the chief ’s 
house in a couple of  minutes. In the meantime I talked with Désiré, 
who was there also. He is a Christian Bakwé. D. told me that there was 
a healer in Krohon who could help people who had eaten human flesh. 
With this information I got the car and picked up the men: Buegré 
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Paul, Janos, Augustin (the little brother), and a drunk man from Krohon 
who had come with the news. We pulled up to the house in the back 
of  the village where Touka was. There were quite a few people milling 
around in the courtyard and in the salon of  the house. We greeted a 
few people and then walked straight into the salon where Touka was 
lying on a gbit¥ mat with only a pagne wrapped around him. I was 
offered a seat as the men went over and tried to communicate with 
Touka, to no avail. He was in a sitting position and rocking slightly 
back and forth while staring at the ground. His only response was to 
look up when his name was called, and to grunt. The men then sat 
down with me and I believe the news was given. At this point I didn’t 
understand a word, as they were speaking the Djama dialect of  Bakwé. 
I got the feeling that this was more than a medical problem by the way 
people were responding. They did not treat him with much sympathy. 
Without spending any more time there, we picked up Touka and put 
him in the car. The men from Krohon did not help, I noticed. Augustin 
sat next to him in the car to keep him from leaning too far forward. 
We drove back to Touadji II and right up to his house. We carried him 
into the bedroom and put him in his bed. His stomach was bloated 
slightly and sounded like it was full of  water. Everyone stood around 
him, staring at him. Women came in and stared as well. Finally a few 
of  the village men came to look: Dagbata, Yépi, Matthias, and a few 
others. Each would call out Touka’s name or nickname and try and get 
a response. Touka would only grunt a response. Matthias used another 
name that I didn’t recognize, and Touka responded by trying to get up, 
but Matthias told him to lay back down. I walked out of  the house 
with Matthias as he left and asked him where everyone had gone. He 
said maybe to Buegré Paul’s. I told him that I wanted to find out what 
had happened at Krohon, since I was involved in transporting Touka 
back. So we went over to Paul’s and found the men sitting around a 
lantern talking. Janos, Paul, Matthias, Dagbata, Yépi and Augustin were 
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there. I sat down and eventually Matthias told them that I wanted to 
know the news from Krohon. Paul told it to Matthias, and Matthias 
conveyed it to me, explaining that since I didn’t understand Djama, I 
hadn’t understood the news. Apparently, about four days ago Touka had 
gone to Krohon on his own, without any help, to see this healer. The 
healer had refused at first to see him, because no one was with him to be 
responsible in case anything happened. Augustin was sent for. Then, the 
healer had asked T. what his problem was. Touka had responded with 
a question instead of  saying what had happened. The healer warned 
him that if  he had done something bad and did not confess it, that the 
medicine that he was going to drink would kill him. Touka still said that 
he had done no wrong. He drank the medicine, and within a couple 
of  days he became ill. I thanked Matthias for the news, and then they 
told me more. They said that even Augustin, Touka’s brother, had asked 
him before he had gone to Krohon,  “What is your stomach doing?” and 
had received the response, “Are you a doctor to know?”  In other words, 
Matthias and Dagbata explained, he did not want to tell anybody that 
he had eaten human flesh in sorcery. I sat with them a little longer, and 
suddenly they were talking of  giving me some money for gas. Paul asked 
Augustin what he had told me when he called me. Augustin told them, 
and soon Paul pulled out 1,000 francs and called Matthias over to be 
intermediary. Matthias took the money and then turned to me saying, 
“Did you understand that?”  I said, “Yes.”  He then gave me the money. I 
hesitated and told him thank you, but that it was too much. Matthias  
sat down saying that Paul had said that the car was for everyone in the 
village; that a car needs more than gas in order to function, so the 1,000 
was even too little to pay me for the favor. He added that my car could 
be used at any time by people in the village if  they put enough gas in 
it. I agreed and finally accepted the money. I acknowledged to Matthias 
and then through him thanked Paul. Then everyone thanked Paul. A 
little more sitting and then Augustin turned to me and said that since I 
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had not eaten, I could go home now. I took this as a hint and headed 
for home. Everyone’s mind was made up. The whole village believed 
that he was going to die, because he did not confess his sin. When I 
mentioned the hospital, they said that no medicine could save him now. 
This morning Dagbata said that it was because he had knowingly eaten 
human flesh.67  Bertain added that if  a person eats the flesh and doesn’t 
know it, then the medicine that the healer gives him will help. However 
if  he does it knowingly and doesn’t confess his sin, then it will kill him.68  
The blame was on himself. They added that he was in God’s hands now.

10/Apr/92
Touadji II
Overcast

Yesterday, the day of  Touka’s death, Cécille, a new Christian in the 
village, started complaining of  stomach cramps. I went over with Javier 
to visit her. She  complained of  diarrhea and cramps.  I suspected 
giardiasis, but everyone else thought that this was the same thing that 
was killing the others - sorcery. We prayed with her, and I gave her some 
charbon de beloc.69  The diarrhea  stopped but she still complained 
of  intermittent severe cramps. This morning Delphine came to get us, 
because she said Cécille was crying with the pain. I went over, and after 
praying with them, went on to Méadji to buy some medicine for her to 
take for giardia and amoebae. Javier told me everyone was saying that 
now a young female in the village would die, because of  the pattern of  
sorcery:  an old lady died, then a young man, then an old man died, so a 
young lady must die to make it even. We think that this is what is going 
on in Cécille’s mind. We counseled her to keep her eyes on the Lord only 
and not to think about these other things which would only cause her 
to fear and lose hope. She agreed. This morning when I went to pray 
with her, there was a lady there putting hot cloths on her belly to help 
the cramping.70
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10/Apr/92
Touadji II
Overcast-stormy
I went in the afternoon to the raphia trees I had helped to fell. Yépi 
and JrÐpo were doing the extracting. S¥s¥, suffering from a severe 
headache, accompanied me. We talked a little on the way. He had been 
stung by a bee in the morning and attributed his headache to this. He 
told me that his father told him that he had the headache because his 
girlfriend had left that morning to go back to her parents’ village of  
Gniti. S¥s¥ said that he was now ready to ask the parents of  this girl 
for her hand. He told me that the procedure is to send someone first to 
the girl’s village to find out if  the response is going to be favorable. If  
it is, he will take a trip to the village and spend a couple of  days. He will 
then ask the parents for her, using an intermediary. S¥s¥ said that he 
was going to ask Dieudonné Gagné to help him, since he himself  had 
never done this before. S¥s¥ said that if  the girl is in agreement, the 
father and mother will usually agree as well. At this time the dowry will 
not be asked for, but there are unspoken constraints.  For example, the 
father-in-law can ask the son-in-law to help him make his rice farm next 
year. S¥s¥ will then have the choice of  going to do it or paying for the 
labor to get it done. The father will ask him to cut down a raphia tree 
for him to drink, as well. This S¥s¥ will have to do in order to respect 
the father-in-law.

17/May/92
Touadji II
Dry spell, rain needed

Touka’s brother Augustin died at around 10 a.m. I had been called 
to come and pray with the other Baptist Christians on Sunday night. 
Colette, a niece from Oupoyo, had convinced the sisters of  Augustin to 
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remove all the charms and fetishes from the room in order for them to 
pray. The family finally had agreed in despair. They had consulted two 
traditional specialists. One of  them said that he was going to die, because 
his dead brother was out to get him. People said that it was because A. 
had eaten some money during Touka’s funeral. I went over and found 
the sisters and family members sitting outside on mats. I greeted them 
and then went into the house. The door was open, and the Christians 
were seated around Augustin’s bed praying aloud, all at the same time. 
They pulled up a seat for me. They wanted to pray until midnight. I 
think they felt pressure to produce a miracle, since the family had agreed 
to take away the charms, etc. We prayed until eleven o’clock. The next 
morning I went back and found them praying again. A. was in the same 
comatose condition. By Wednesday morning his pulse was nil and his 
breathing was laborious. When he died there was little mourning, since 
he was baptized Harrist. It was controlled, they say. I participated in the 
burial ceremony, but was not there on the day they made the coffin. I 
sat with some of  the Touadji men all morning on the day of  the burial. 
There was a bit of  a scandal because some members of  the deceased’s 
family from another village would not free the body for burial because 
of  the accusation that he stole some of  his brother’s funeral money. 
The body was laid out on the bed, covered from the flies. Two women 
were swooshing flies now and then. During a lull, Alexandre criticized 
the Christians for having abandoned the body now that he was dead. 
We had quite a discussion. I listened first, and then I took the defense, 
explaining why the Christians do not pray for a dead person’s soul. I 
assured him that it was not out of  a lack of  respect that they did not 
continue to pray.  He finally seemed satisfied with the argument, although 
I don’t know if  he agreed. It was mid afternoon when I came back from 
lunch. Normally they do not eat until the body is buried. However, I saw 
that women and children carried on as usual, at least those farther away 
from the funeral site. There were a lot of  people gathered around now, 
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discussing the problem of  the eaten money. Finally I understood that T-
II was asking pardon for the problem. Near me some of  the men, on the 
outskirts of  the group, were laughing and saying that A’s name was being 
dragged in the dirt by his own family now. Finally gifts of  perfume and 
pagnes were laid around the body on the bed. Then, two sisters came 
and walked around the bed and body four times. The one in the lead had 
a stick with several leaves left on it. She also had her face painted with 
white marks. The second was Bouka. After this, the men were called, 
and they grouped around the bed and the now opened coffin. First they 
put several of  the pagnes inside the coffin to make a bed for the body. 
Then they grabbed the sheet under the body, and several of  them lifted 
the body into the coffin. They then took a white sheet and laid it over 
the covered coffin. Then the men who had lifted the body came over to 
wash their hands –most just rinsing them without soap. Now they were 
standing around discussing loudly about the delay.  It seems that they 
were eager to get it over with, and the Harris priest hadn’t come to pray 
yet. They were supposed to take the body to the church and pray there 
before carrying it to the cemetery. However, when Dia and Dagbata 
came, dressed in black robes, Dia asked if  they had the strength to carry 
it that far. He then decided to do the prayer right there. Standing at 
the head of  the coffin, Dia prayed. He had no cane. Now Nyépa Paul 
stepped forward, and I think he announced who owed the deceased, or 
whom he had owed when he died. It didn’t take long. The coffin was 
now lifted using three cut poles underneath it. The men carried it slowly 
off  to the cemetery. I followed closely next to Nimlen Joseph. Women 
were singing somberly, carrying flowers and the painted bush leaves. At 
the straight-dug hole, the poles were laid down and the coffin on top of  
that. Then the white cloth was removed and strips ripped from it to help 
in lowering the coffin. The rest of  the cloth was again put on top. Then 
two men, one at each end, got down into the grave and helped lower 
the coffin. When it was down, Dia prayed. Then the perfume bottle was 
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opened and spilled all over the coffin, first by Dia and then by Dagbata. 
Dia took the shovel and dumped three loads of  dirt onto the head of  
the coffin. Then Dagbata did the same. Everyone took handfuls and 
threw them in as well (with the left hand only). I did not, but Nimlen 
did. We then drew back with the others into some shade while some 
of  the men shoveled in the rest of  the dirt. The dirt then was packed 
down with their feet, and a raised mound was made. When it was done 
Nyépa Paul took a broom of  leaves and swept over the mound. The 
priest came and sunk a wooden cross at the head of  the grave. Then the 
women’s flowers were gathered up and put in the middle. We left. We all 
washed hands upon returning to the rest of  the family. Then Dia made 
an announcement that everyone should wash and eat, since they hadn’t 
since the day before. We dispersed.

17/May/92
T-II
Dry spell

I looked around at the graves in the cemetery when Augustin was buried. 
There were a few cemented tombs, but most were just mounds like 
Augustin’s. There were a lot of  bushes growing where leaves and flowers 
had been placed on the graves. There were three palm trees growing 
there and one large sandpaper tree. The grass was scraped away for the 
most part. People did not seem too concerned about walking on the 
graves. While dirt was being shoveled in one place, people were sitting 
in the shade on another tomb.

17/May/92
T-II
Rainy

Gini told Javier that the day Augustin died she was coming back from 
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the farm and happened upon the chief  and his daughter, Marie, lying on 
a mat out in the bush. They were taken by surprise when Gini walked by, 
and nervously explained that they were getting away from the mourning 
in the village. Javier and Gini seemed to think that this was a serious 
thing, and that the chief  was either afraid for his life or involved in the 
man’s death.

26/May/92
T-II
Heavy rain
 
About 18h30 Dominique, Marie, K¡l¡ and others from the chief ’s 
family came to the house asking to see me. They were all very concerned 
about the chief ’s health.71  Dominique did the talking. He asked how 
much it would cost for me to take the chief  to Abidjan in my car. I 
asked if  it was really that serious, and was told that it indeed was so. 
On top of  this, the chief  could not be convinced to go to Abidjan by 
bus. I told them that it would cost 30,000 cfa in total for the gas. They 
said that they would go talk it over and come back shortly with their 
decision. Ten minutes later Dominique and Ny¡swa Ernest came back 
saying that I would be accompanied by someone that could assure the 
trip. I talked with  Lisa and we decided that I should go. They wanted me 
at first to lie to the chief, asking him to get into the car so I could take 
him to Méadji, but they finally convinced him to agree to go with me 
to Abidjan. One of  the reasons that he did not want to go was because 
his son, Léon, already was taking care of  his wife’s expenses. As I drove 
up there were lots of  people gathered around the chief ’s hangar. The 
chief  got into the car with Honoré to accompany him. We picked up the 
cadre who was to assure the gas money, and I added S¥s¥ to accompany 
me. We took the new coastal highway. In San-Pédro, we put 7,100 cfa in 
to top off  the tank, for which the cadre paid. Reached Abidjan at 1:30 
in the morning and were at Léon’s door at around 2:30 a.m. His home 
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was on the outskirts of  Adjamé, near the highway and drivers’ license 
bureau. We knocked and shouted out loudly. Someone stirred within and 
asked who was there. Then a boy was sent to open the door.   We were 
brought in and seated in the living room, and Léon came and greeted 
us. Everyone was solemn, not talking at all. After shaking our hands, 
Léon turned to Honoré for the news. H. just said a few words and then 
the chief  took over. There were few words. Léon was concerned, and 
soon Yaou’s wife came out and greeted us. At 3:30 a.m. I left with H. 
and S. to drop the cadre off  to get a taxi to Vridi. He gave  me 10,000 
cfa for return gas. It wasn’t enough, but believing that someone would 
be  assuring the rest, I didn’t say anything. We went on to SIL to get 
some sleep.  We slept in the TV room there. The next morning we took 
Yaou to the Cocody  CHU.72  Léon had me stay and come in to talk 
with the doctor. Honoré took  me aside and told me that we would be 
expected to bring back news of   the chief ’s condition to Touadji II , so 
we had to stay until we had some news.  The lung specialist knew Yaou, 
and called me in to explain what he had. According to him it was only a 
case of  an asthma attack. We soon crowded  back into my car and went 
back to Léon’s. The chief  wanted me to stay for  lunch before driving 
back, but I told him that Lisa was not doing well and that I should leave. 
Léon said that I should evacuate Lisa to San-Pédro at all cost. He was 
concerned that perhaps an epidemic was going on in the village. We 
said good-bye from the car and took off. There was no more gas money 
given, and so I was about 13,000 cfa short. This came from my own 
pocket and it hurt us quite a bit. Yaou had given 1,500 for gas, bless his 
heart! On the way back to T-II, we stopped in Yopougon gare in order 
to get something to eat. We used the chief ’s money for food. We ran out 
of  gas right at the mouth of  the Sassandra road where it intersects the 
San-Pédro road. I was able to buy 4 liters from the Eau et Forêt. Then 
I hurried in to the bank, only to find that our money had not arrived 
yet. Anyhow, I let S¥s¥ and Honoré know that things had not gone the 
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way that Dominique had said. They were not aware of  the promise. H. 
said that he would talk with D. about it when he saw him. We left it like 
that. I then told several people what had been done. I talked with D. 
and told him, saying frankly that I was expecting him to see to it that I 
was reimbursed the 13,000 cfa. So far (26/05/92) nothing. D. said that 
he had told H. to ask L. for the return money. H. said that D. had said 
nothing about it. I told D. that I was really disappointed with how things 
had gone. He said that he would see the parents about it. We’ll see what 
happens. No one thanked me the day after my return, which is contrary 
to the usual Bakwé custom.73

26/May/92
conversation
Touadji-II

While conversing with Ny¡swa, I learned that old man Gbaju was not 
happy with Yaou’s family for evacuating him. He had refused to be 
a part of  the sending off. He wanted Yaou to confess what he had 
done wrong and to stay and die in the village. When I told this to S¥s¥ 
later, asking him why Gbaju had said this, he told me that the old men 
are probably all part of  the same sorcery group. They know amongst 
themselves what they are doing.

28/May/92
T-II
Overcast

The jugement of  the two brothers, Touka and Augustin. The maternal 
side of  the family arrived on Sunday afternoon May 17; they were 
received by the Kraji quartier family and fed for two days before the 
jugement would start, since two of  their sons had died. Two goats were 
killed and cooked for them and during the days, pigs and chickens. 
The day before the jugement JrÐpo Robert came by and told me that 
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the process would start on the 20th, the next day. I said that I would 
be there. I arrived at 9:00 a.m., and people were still gathering. Soon 
most of  the Touadji men moved out of  sight over to Yépi’s hangar to 
discuss two things: 1) first, what to do about the death of  Alexandre’s 
mother in Abidjan. On this matter they decided to send someone to 
the old man (husband), who is living in his campement near Soubré, 
to get his opinion on what to do with the body, and 2) second, what 
Téréadji, the intermediary village, was going to say to Oupadji, the 
maternal family concerning the jugement.  T. was asked by Touadji to 
mediate for them when talking with the Oupadji maternal family of  
Touka and Augustin. Yépi seemed to do most of  the talking, others 
listening. In the meantime, I was told that Oupadji was under the funeral 
hangar, being offered palm wine as a part of  the mourning ritual during 
these jugements. When they were done drinking, the jugement would 
begin. S¥s¥ told me that it would be a tough one for Touadji, especially 
since his older brother had insulted the deceased brothers’ sisters when 
they had come for the funeral. Now a delegation says that T-II’s child 
insulted all their women, since it was public. Chef  Saki, chief  of  Gnaké 
and golu 'jÐ of  Touadji and in-law of  Oupadji, counseled T-II to get 
a goat and add a certain amount of  money on top (500-1,000 cfa) to 
ask forgiveness; otherwise this affair could go on for years. START: 
“O”upoyo  “T”éréadji (two men) thanking T-II for the last two days. 
T1, T2  Transmitting, also saying to Saki that since they (Oupadji) have 
come, they can’t say anything without telling him, and that even if  he 
does not have anything to say, he should listen.74

24/Jun/92
Alexis
In car

In the car going to San-Pédro we stopped at the police stop where the 
new road joins the Soubré-S.P. road. I leaned out and asked the police 
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if  they wanted me to bring them some bread. The officer stood there 
mute for a moment, and then shrugged his shoulders and said yes after 
I asked a second time. S¥s¥ told me that in Africa you don’t ask like that, 
but rather you decide what you are going to do and you do it. Then, the 
person can accept or reject what you are offering.

24/Jun/92
visiting preacher from Blahou
T-II

A young man from Blahou came on Sunday to do the preaching for 
Firmin, who had gone to a funeral. He was not as confident as Firmin, 
but he did okay. He translated for himself  throughout the whole service 
and had some trouble, as he admitted. He preached on the first chapter 
of  Job. Instead of  translating Satan, he said “les démons” or sometimes 
“les satans,” when speaking of  Satan.

24/Jun/92
Lisa talking with Adj¡k¡
T-II
New moon appeared?

Lisa asked Adj¡k¡ why she was wearing white kaolin on her skin, and 
was told that it was because of  the triplets who had died, and that they 
would do this every full moon (new moon?) for good luck. I saw another 
lady with this rubbed on her skin as well, and was told that it was not 
for Gbayé.75

22/Jul/92
Dieudonné Gagné
T-II
Dry

The well pump had been broken for quite awhile, and the villagers were 
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getting water from the hole to the side. The well committee, of  which 
I am treasurer, had been criticized by the villagers for eating the money 
being collected at the pump. I was not criticized, but S¥s¥ and Mawé 
were,  because they were the ones who collected the money at the well. 
We had only 740 cfa in the account, due to the last repairs. Dieudonné 
had borrowed money from Lucien when I was out of  town, and said 
that the well pump committee would pay the money back. S¥s¥ was not 
consulted, and was angry when Dieudonné informed him of  this after 
the fact. S¥s¥ told him that if  he had only asked he would have told him 
that there was only 740 cfa in the account. Well, Dieudonné decided that 
it was time to fix the pump. The chief  and others had been threatening 
to call the committee  to account for the money taken up to now. The 
problem was that no money had been taken in since March; the young 
men had been lax in collecting since they did not get any remuneration. 
We repaired the pump with Dieudonné, and I wanted to call a meeting 
to enforce a new system of  collecting the money. But Dieudonné said 
that if  we called a meeting the villagers would think we just wanted more 
money to eat.  He said that we should not call a meeting, but that we 
should leave the pump open for anyone to use. The likelihood of  the 
thing breaking down was very high.  If  we did not collect any money 
after fixing the pump this time,  then the next time it broke down we 
could call a meeting and bring up the need for a new system to pay for 
the up-keep. It would be obvious to the users of  the pump that they 
needed to help financially with the maintenance. After only two days 
Chef  Yaou called Dieudonné and told him that we should lock up the 
pump and start collecting money again. He added  that he was doing this 
because we hadn’t called a meeting, but had repaired the pump free. It 
was just as Dieudonné had said. So D. locked up the pump and in two 
days the cash-box balance went up to 2,740 cfa. Yaou himself  paid for 
two months, 250 cfa per month. Now Mawé is collecting money at the 
pump. S¥s¥ seems to want no part in the collecting now.
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27/Jul/92
Alexis
T-II
Cool and humid

This morning the chief  woke up early, went down on the road near the 
well, and yelled out for everyone sleeping to hear, Molo a 'mÐm¡ '¡ t¥kä 

öööö...., 'bala 'saarÚa þsrÚlÚ 'kÐa’ þpÚ, 'n þkanyÚ 'cifi þa bä. “Everyone 
that is sleeping wake up, from this day on I am not the chief.” Alexis and Désiré 
laughed, saying that this is what the chief  always does when he is upset 
about people’s criticism of  him as chief. What will happen is that some 
will go to him and ask pardon so that he will continue. Yesterday at a 
meeting  there was some discussion over the lotissement76 problem. The 
chief  was also criticized during that meeting by YEPI Emile, who said 
that the chief  was trying to run both sides of  the village. Toward the 
end of  that meeting, the chief  said that he was stepping down as chief. 
Even before that the young people held a secret meeting at the Trobias 
house away on the hill and asked Gustav, who lives in a campement, to 
be chief.

07/Oct/92
Jean Toh Campement
Dry but cloudy all day

Went to J.Toh Campement in order to pick up the chief ’s wife and to 
visit Seraphin who was very sick. S. is JrÐpo Robert’s son, who has been 
sickly for a long time. We got there and gave the news to the brothers 
present and then went over to Seraphin’s little house. He was inside 
lying on his grass mattress, covered up with an army blanket. He was 
very weak and dehydrated. He looked like one of  the SIDA posters. 
His breathing was shallow, and it seemed his lungs were full of  fluid; 
he wasn’t able to cough enough to clear them.  I checked his pulse and 
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could not even find it. The older brothers said that he was suffering 
from hemorrhoids and that one had finally come out. They were trying 
to treat this now. Also his diarrhea was just now being treated. The 
mother had forbidden him to drink water unless he ate something. We 
gave him several gulps of  water while we were there, and Firmin told 
her that he needed to have water. She nodded. We told the brothers that 
Seraphin needed to get to the hospital immediately and that I was going 
to San-Pédro on Friday. He certainly was suffering from something 
more than hemorrhoids, we told them, and they seemed to agree but 
said that they had no money. I went out to speak with the father and try 
to convince him of  the urgency while Firmin stayed with Seraphin to 
pray. After praying, Firmin said that Seraphin told him to dump out a 
bag and search his pants pockets for some fetishes that he had. He asked 
Furmin to burn these. Furmin took them and showed them to me later. 
We were told by others that a couple of  weeks ago, the family had taken 
him to Krohon to a healer who had done sacrifices, etc. They said that 
after that things had gone a little bit better. They were certainly worse 
now,  though.

28/Dec/92
T-II
Clear

At about 23h00 on the night of  a lunar eclipse, we were in bed, and 
suddenly we heard the noise of  loud banging coming from the direction 
of  the village.   It was started, as we found out later, by Aj¡k¡ when she 
stepped outside and noticed that the moon was being covered by the 
shadow. She started banging, and in about five minutes everyone all over 
the village  seemed to follow suit, some on barrels, others on cans. S¥s¥ 
said that his father woke him up and told him to go outside and bang, 
too. S¥s¥ said that they do this in order to make the shadow go away and 
to bring back the moon. Apparently it was being done in Méadj, also. It 
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is probably a practice followed by many other peoples in Africa, as well. 
The eclipse was total and lasted for almost an hour. They kept up the 
banging until the moon had fully reappeared.

28/Dec/92
T-II

Gini died at 16h00 on the 19th. For several days she had been unusually 
active. Though unable to speak or get out of  bed, she would groan 
and rub her hands together. In the morning Désiré and Waga went to 
Méadji as usual, leaving Sika to care for Gini. But before this Gagné 
came by around 7:30 on his way to the farm to say that he had stopped 
in to see Gini and had found no one in the courtyard. I went over later 
and also found no one around, so I went off  to find somebody. I found 
two women nearby and told them that it was not good that no one was 
around. They said that it was always that way, that Désiré and Wago 
did not care for their mother. Finally I found Ny¡j¡, Désiré’s youngest 
brother, and told him to stay nearby and call us if  anything went wrong. 
The night before, as always, the family had shut Gini’s door and latched 
it from the outside. Gini’s moaning and groaning woke Javier. He got up 
and stood outside the door trying to talk to her. No one else was around 
to see to her need, and Javier being a man, could not just walk into the 
room, for fear of  Gini being indecent. Désiré is now staying with S¥s¥, 
since he had been told by the grownups that he shouldn’t be sleeping 
in the same room with his sick mother anymore. Ny¡j¡ is staying with 
Dagbata Prospère, and who knows where Waga the daughter is staying 
now? Sika had gone off  to get firewood, and when she came back, she 
came to us crying (feigning it, we think), saying that Gini was not going 
to make it. She even asked for money to go and get the Mossi people 
that Gini had given land to, so they could shell out money for the coffin. 
This was five hours before Gini actually died. I told her not to panic and 
that I would go and round up Désiré and Waga in Méadji. Ny¡j¡ had 
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already gone off  to get them. I found them walking back, and then I 
brought them back to the village. We drove up to the house and saw that 
outside a bunch of  women and a few men were sitting, just watching 
us, not mourning yet. As  Désiré and Waga  got out of  the car the ladies 
started to scold them. I understood “..how could you go to Méadji when your 
mother is about to die...” Désiré said that he had to work. Then they turned 
to Waga and asked her the same thing. No response. Then they asked her 
if  she had seen her mother that morning. She responded that she had. 
There was some more that I didn’t catch, and then they told her to go 
open the door to her mother’s room and look in. Waga just sat down, no 
response. Ny¡j¡ turned to me and said that we should go over and look 
in, so we did, and then Désiré and Waga followed. I went in first and sat 
down next to her on the bed boards. Gini’s eyes were open, and she was 
moaning and rubbing her hands on the wood bed boards, feeling all the 
grain and texture. She just stared and did not seem to respond to me.  D. 
and W. just sat there looking. I held her hand and shooed flies away from 
her face. She was just bones, and her lips were drying up. I was told that 
she hadn’t eaten or drunk for four or five days. I gave some instructions 
to W. and then after praying left. I also asked them not to leave her this 
day. By now some of  the other women were coming around. Sika was 
not around at this time, but she must have called all these other women 
together and told them how bad D. and W. were. D. told me later that 
Sika is a chronic liar and has been taking care of  Gini recently, as far as 
people can see, so that she can cash in on the spoils after the funeral. D. 
said that she had not really washed any of  Gini’s pagnes as she claimed 
to have done. At 16:00 we heard the wailing cries, and learned that Gini 
had died. I went over and could see that people were already gathered 
all around the place. I went over and started to comfort D. who was 
sitting on the ground crying the wailing cry. After a lot of  crying he 
finally stopped. A storm blew up and soon it was pouring rain. I sat 
underneath the kitchen shelter where S¥s¥ and D. and W. and other 
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family members were sitting by now. The elders were sitting in front of  
Javier’s house in the shelter of  the tôle overhang. After the rain subsided 
a bit the men finally called me over, and we went over to JrÐpo Robert’s 
house to decide what to do. The women were already tending to Gini, 
washing her body. We sat down and soon the men gathered together 
with old man Gbaju heading the meeting. He started out by turning to 
Yépi and saying (as S¥s¥ told me later) to him, “since you called this meeting 
together we are waiting...” Yepi responded by saying, “Okay, continue..”  Then 
Gbaju went on, and after many interchanges it was decided that they did 
not have the money and that they wanted someone to ask me to loan 
them money until the Mossi were called in, so that the boards for the 
coffin could be bought, etc. I turned to Gagné and told him that I had 
10,000 for expenses if  it was needed. They really had wanted 20,000, 
but were happy for this and thanked me. They didn’t ask for the money 
yet. Then they decided on who would be the president of  the funeral. 
S¥s¥ was asked but slipped out of  it, and then Juropo R’s older son was 
chosen. S¥s¥ was doing the mediating between Kraji’s Yépi (his father) 
and Kpëgréadji’s Gbaju for all of  this. The second to the president was 
small Siwi, who tried to get out of  it apparently and finally did.

29/Jan/93
Kotokouu Alexandre
T-II

I asked Alex. about the marriage celebration called ji wälÚ, which 
includes singing on the evening someone brings a new wife to the 
village. This is considered their marriage ceremony. I asked him if  they 
do this anymore, and he said that it was rare. Alexis and Tokora told me 
that two were held when we were in the States.
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29/Jan/93
Alexandre
T-II

I asked Alex. about the threshold that is found on the front doors of  
most Bakwé houses. It serves many purposes, I am told by others. For 
one, it can keep the rain out and keep the door from rotting at the 
bottom. Sometimes it is left partway open to let the chickens and cat in 
and out, but keep out the mice and rats. When a man brings a new wife 
in she is to come in with her left foot first, I am told.

23/Mar/93
jugement at chief ’s
T-II
Clear

During the jugement of  Marie, the confessed sorceress, if  anyone 
unintentionally lifted up his or her foot exposing the bottom, that 
person was signaled and told to put it down. This was done to Honorat, 
and to a girl. Janos corrected H. and Sore (Aj¡k¡) corrected the girl. I 
asked H. and S¥s¥ later why this was done, and they told me that it had 
to do with bad luck or omens. Showing the bottom of  the foot is not 
polite, and there is a superstition involved that supposes you can bring 
malheur “bad luck” by this.

23/Mar/93
Touadji-II

S¥s¥ came at 7:00 to tell me that there was a jugement at the chief ’s 
house concerning a girl who confessed to being a sorceress. I followed 
him there and found almost all the village present. I greeted everyone 
and then took a seat on a bench beside Dominique. Those involved 
were:    1. NywalÚ, or Cathérine, the daughter of  Pije Aya.  2. Marie, 
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the illegitimate daughter of  JrÐpo Robert.  3. Jäsa the mother of  Marie.  
4. Pije Aya.  5. Böka, the sister of  Nyépa Paul. There was testimony 
after testimony of  what had taken place. I missed some of  it because 
I had come late. Afterward S¥s¥ told me that Marie was sick and had 
confessed to killing Kaituö the brother of  Touka Georges (the brothers 
that died within a short space of  time). She hadn’t confessed every 
detail, like who initiated her, etc., so S¥s¥ says that villagers are waiting 
for the rest, since she is getting sicker and sicker, they say, because of  the 
evil she did. Apparently she had gone to Abidjan to A’s to get help. A. 
took her to the hospital but nothing was found, so then she took her to 
a charlatan77 who soon found out that she was a sorceress. He told her 
she had to confess to all her doings before he could help her get well by 
giving her a  medicine to drink. She confessed to some but not all, they 
say, so she is not better yet. The charlatan wrote all that she confessed 
down on paper as a witness. This paper was still in Abidjan. Now back 
in the village Marie got mad at Cathérine one day and said that she was 
aware of  who killed Kaituö, implying by this that C. was in the inner 
group of  sorceresses. Marie is known to be a drunkard and to have had 
many many abortions. C. is also a drunkard and was drunk when she 
heard what M. said, so she went to her courtyard and found Marie’s 
mother, insulted her, and slapped her. This probably happened that very 
morning. Cathérine was being asked questions about her involvement 
in the killing. C. explained that she was not involved, and after more 
questions she told that she had only gone with M. to a charlatan in Méadji 
to get medicine for something. Marie had accompanied her. M. had also 
on another occasion wanted medicine so she could have children and so 
that people would stop mocking her. The man asked for a red rooster. M. 
went to a boyfriend,  got the money to buy a rooster and then returned 
with it. The charlatan told M to confess any bad she had done and to 
make her wish, which M did silently so that C. was not able to hear any 
of  it. This is all that C. said she knew. The villagers still felt that since 
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C. had accompanied M.,  she was basically involved in her evil, and she 
was reprimanded for what she had done. Rather than come to the point 
and punish the two people, the old men kept going around the issue, 
using the time to ascertain who had been wrong in the incident. S¥s¥ 
and other young people sitting on a bench displayed their annoyance by 
murmuring and shaking their heads because of  the round about way 
the old people were dealing with the problem,. Lucien, Janos, Poto, 
and Yépi stood up separately to condemn certain actions. Dominique 
was pleased with Lucien’s speech, saying that this was a good lesson for 
Kpëgréadji. Lucien had said that P. does not discipline its children. That 
when they do something wrong the older people should visit the person 
and counsel him, shout at him, and correct him. He said that this is what 
Kraji always does. He said that the family of  C. did not correct her for 
her actions, thus giving the impression that they were in agreement with 
what she had done. He also said that excessive drinking was responsible 
for many of  the problems. Dominique wanted the parties to brought in 
front of  the group to kneel and ask forgiveness. The chief  intervened 
and did not allow this to happen. Another girl, Ayé, somehow related 
to Jäsa, was present when C. slapped Marie’s mother, but she did not 
intervene. The men blasted her for not having separated them or at 
least showing anger against her. It was said that Jäsa has no family in the 
village; so the charges were dropped. Jropo Robert spoke up and then...
after more talk Jäsa spoke and said a lot that I didn’t understand. At the 
end she said ..þwälÚ 'c¥r¥.. “let it drop”78 At the end everyone thanked 
Gbaju and Kas¥ (Yépi) and started breaking up. During the jugement 
some folks started walking away but were called back by the chef  and 
some of  the women on the outskirts. Marie looks like an underdog.
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23/Mar/93
judgement in front of  chief ’s
Touadji-II
Clear

Right after the jugement of  Marie the sorceress, Florent and David 
were called to the floor about Gbatou (Yawa), the man who confessed 
to sorcery and then fled the village. The chef  asked questions through 
David. He was trying to find out who had beaten Gbatou the day that 
they caught and interrogated him. Florent responded that it was he and 
Akleh. The chief  said that he had gone to the sous-préfet and told him 
that someone had fled from Touadji II after having been beaten. The 
sous-préfet wanted to know if  he had fled because of  the beating, and 
the chef  said yes. At this those still there, including Dominique, said 
that this was not important. He said that Gbatou did not flee because of  
the beating since he stayed in the village several days after the beating. 
The sous-préfet said that he would be sending some gendarmes to the 
village to investigate the problem. The chef  was then counseled by 
those present to leave the affair until the gendarme came. That it was 
no use right now.

Touadji-II

Leonard and the Harris preacher from Négréadji were visiting on our 
front porch, and I asked this question: “Who brought the Harris Church to 
the Bakwé region and when?”  I told them that I heard that a delegation had 
gone to Bingerville to request that someone come here to convert the 
region. The preacher from Négréadji explained that the Harris Church 
came in 1965. Before this, a man from Géyo-Géyo, a Bakwé village 
(not w¡pä but another dialect), was accused of  killing someone. The 
man’s name was Kabla Lolo Joseph. Joseph went to Gbrégbo where the 
prophète-guérisseur ATCHO Albert was. ATCHO was known to be 
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able to solve people’s problems. He consulted ATCHO, and ATCHO 
baptized him and then sent him out as a preacher to that region. So 
Joseph came back and started his ministry (apparently with a cane). When 
San-Pédro was to be developed, the city was bulldozed in preparation;  
but there were many problems. So Joseph was called upon to come and 
reverse the curse of  the Prophet Harris. J. came to S.P. and prayed at 
the site where the prophet had been imprisoned in S.P. There he asked 
the prophet to reverse the curse that he had pronounced on the region. 
After this there was another problem with the San-Pédro bridge. Joseph 
was called upon again and he uncovered a plate that was said to have 
been buried by sorcerers. Finally the bridge was finished. Joseph and his 
own group (delegation) walked all the way to Soubré and back praying 
and opening the way for the new road. There were other problems 
with a large fromager79 tree near present day Gnipi II. They had been 
trying to cut the tree down for a whole year but it wasn’t falling, and the 
preacher said, “real human blood” was dripping out of  the tree. It was 
decided to go around the tree instead of  moving it, and with Joseph’s 
prayers the road was finished. Joseph’s successor is Tokora Réné who 
lives today (I met him in Blahou). ATCHO apparently placed Laiah 
Tabio Jean in Djapadji; he was succeeded by Konyeh Michel. In Touadji 
II Gbatou Hibo Jean-Paul was placed, and after his death was succeeded 
by Gbatou Teri Leonard; in Digboué was Glésé Tanyo Joseph who is 
still alive today; in Kpéhiri was Zinon André who recently died (no 
successor named yet). It wasn’t until 1985 that these Harris Churches 
and leaders recognized Jean AHUI and Bingerville as their head. The 
Négréadji preacher said that because of  the nature of  Africans, many 
gravitated to ATCHO simply because to them it is always desirable to go 
where they can find power to manipulate their problems. Finally in 1985 
everyone recognized AHUI as the real leader. When I asked when the 
San-Pédro Harris church got started, they told me that it was founded 
only recently. This San-Pédro Harris Mission is more true to the Harris 
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tradition than these other Bakwé churches as a result (my observation).

17/Jan/94
Amaty
T-II

Today S¥s¥ asked to hold Jeremiah at the table. After a while Lisa 
wanted to go back to the house, so she grabbed Jeremiah from behind 
and pulled him to herself. His back was facing Lisa. Amaty told us that 
the Bakwé say if  you do that with your child, then his teeth will come 
in crooked.

16/feb/94
YEPI Babo Alexis
Touadji-II
sunny

Asked S¥s¥ to ask his dad about the meaning of  the word þglügböö. He  
said that þgböö means “courtyard,” or “cour,” in French. The glü may be 
the same as þk¡pÐglü, which means rice bundle, or “padis” in French. 
It may mean “quarter” or “quartier”, and seems to be an ensemble of  
courtyards with a common ancestor. The conglomeration or bundling 
of  these courtyards then is spoken of  as an þglügbüü, the plural form. 
When Touadji II gets together for jugements, with both sides of  the 
village present, they call themselves Magwli and use this in their war 
cry. If  it is Kraji alone, then they use Krapöaji as the war cry. If  it is 
Kpëgréaji alone, then they will use Köpöaji. I asked also, what does 
the word tagbö or “vieux” really mean?  It seems to be composed of  ta 
which means “premier”, and of  gbö which means “courtyard.”  S¥s¥’s dad 
confirmed our analysis. Old man Gbaju is the oldest man of  the two 
combined þglügbüü’s, so he is the tagbö of  all of  Touadji II.
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Endnotes

1 Mossi: an ethnic group from Burkina Faso; the Mossi speak the Moré 
language.
2 Why did only women come to greet?
3 lot survey
4 Diagram in Anthro Notebook No 3, p1
5 traditional tribunal
6 What did the widow think she would gain by denying being his legal 
wife?
7 Why the intense mourning ritual?  What are they singing as they wail?
8 Why did the second wife say she wanted to be considered his widow 
too?  Could she be interested in one of  Clé’s brothers, who will now 
have the chance to take one or both of  them as wives?
9 I am not sure exactly how far down the family the head shaving goes? And why 
the brother doesn’t shave?
10 Do those from the deceased mother’s side come for the burial, or do they wait 
until the month has passed?
11 I wonder how much the Harris priest is involved in funerals?  What role does 
he play?  Why is there an empty bed under the hangar along with a mosquito 
net?
12 Need more precision on these customs? Why the number three again?
13 Do the wife’s things possess some kind of  power that might harm widower 
if  kept to himself ?
14 What is the phrase of  blessing?
15 What is significance of  twins and other rituals?
16 about a yard of  cloth
17 Why did masks come?  
18 an ethnic group from western Côte d’Ivoire
19 Why egg on plate with ashes?  
20 Perhaps the blowing is a blessing, or blowing breath to the child who now 
will be breathing on its own. What is the significance of  blowing on the cord 
three times?
21 cf  drawing in Anthro Notebook
22 Front Populaire Ivoirien, a political party
23 cf  Notebook drawing
24 cf  Notebook drawing
25 the warm Ivorian custom of  grabbing each-other’s arms up to the elbows and 
slightly stooping forward as if  to hug the person.
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26 Ask people from both sides of  the village for information about these 
events.
27 Was told that the number four is for boys and three is for girls. Wonder if  this 
is why they walk four times around the bed. Men’s funerals last four days and 
women’s three.
28 What exactly did Géi say to the body?
29 Wonder why the use of  pepper to wake up someone who has fainted?  I 
wonder if  the village healer thought sorcery was involved, or poisoning?
30 an antibiotic
31 The male goat represents male virility.
32 What do the women gain by faking the loud dramatic wailing?  What do the 
men gain by faking the tears?
33 The washing of  the face, is it a ritual to wash away the bad luck?
34 homemade rum, made locally from sugar and yeast, then fermented and 
distilled in homemade stills usually located at the edge of  the village.
35 Is the drinking a symbol and act of  rejoicing to forget the death?
36 The Bakwé understanding of  land rights is not the same as that of  the Baoulé 
and others that came into the region. This has caused many of  their problems. 
What are these differences of  land ownership laws?  Have they changed over the 
years as land has been sold?
37 Could the mocking (stopping his talking, cutting him off) have been because 
he was proposing things that were completely unrelated to the topic?  I had the 
impression that he was totally in the dark.
38 cf  figure in Anthro Notebook No 3, p 2. What accompanies ritual?  Do sisters 
and children all do it?  Do the Bakwé do this for the Kodya?
39 I wonder why the Kodya?
40 How do children learn to do this?  Do they just watch their parents, or are they 
instructed somehow to go about it this way? 
41 Has anybody actually gone as far as really taking their clothes off? If  so, 
then who is more at fault or responsible?  Why didn’t the girl go through a 
mediator?
42 paid the dowry for
43 Did Gaston’s father die when he was young, thus he was raised on that side 
of  the village since his mother would have come from there?  If  Gaston had 
allowed his uncle to pay the dowry for his wife, would this have settled the 
matter?  What are people’s attitudes towards you if  you do not pay the dowry?
44 What was the offense of  the children for this serious curse?  Now that the 
woman is dead, can the curse be turned?  How?
45 Water seems to have great importance in ceremonies of  cleansing, etc.
What is this ceremony of  spilling water?
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46 Why hasn’t he paid the dowry?
47 Why does the family of  the old take care of  them?  Why don’t they wash their 
clothes?
48 PDCI stands for the Democratic Party of  Côte d’Ivoire.
49 Wonder if  many of  the older generation hold same opinion?
50 pestle pounding stick (about 2m long)
51 pounded boiled plantain bananas
52 This fruit ripens in December-January and can be found at the base of  the 
stalks of  the plant, right at ground level. The leaves are used for wrapping food 
in the markets. We find the fruit on Gnaké mountain when we want it.
53 Wonder if  there is a sacrifice the man has to do before he can put on the 
mask?  Why does he sing in Guéré?
54 See Anthro Notebook for drawing
55 Verify order of  days
56 Anthropology Notebook No. 3, page 8.
57 litt. “carrier of  the came”, meaning the person who has possession and use 
of  the Harris cane that is made in the shape of  a cross and thought to have 
special power. Only so many of  these staffs were commissioned by the prophet 
Harris.
58 I wonder why the wife didn’t try to have the women of  the village settle the 
matter?
59 I think this ritual of  the paste on the face and the balls of  white stuff  is for 

bringing bonheur upon yourself.
60 What do they believe about colostrum?  Why the black chalk on the babies, 
do they do this to other newborns as well?
61 Asa Greer, an American Southern Baptist missionary, working out of  San-
Pédro.
62 I don’t understand the connection of  all these pieces, but record it for now in 
case I collect any more evidence later.
63 The funeral was in general a celebration I think, because the woman had lived 
a long life with very little suffering.
64 Kéita pagnes are used as family savings accounts and are often presented as 
collateral for loans. On occasion they are given at funerals. 
65 What do they do at the graveyard?  Is there a pouring out of  wine or other 
drink?  Who shovels the dirt onto the coffin?
66 What is Dia’s role in all of  this?  Was poisoning suspected?  Was it 
appendicitis?
67 On this “eating human flesh” issue, I wonder what the Bakwé will think of  
Jesus’ words, 'this is my body...take and eat..’ ?
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68 Could the medicine that was given in Krohon have been something like 
sasswood?  I wonder if  Touka wasn’t poisoned by someone in the village whom 
he had wronged. I wonder if  this diviner/healer in Krohon is not part of  the 
Gbayé sect?  Who could have poisoned him?
69 a type of  activated charcoal
70 I wonder if  there was anything herbal in the hot water they were applying to 
Cécille’s belly?  I wonder why people think that the sorcerers need to make it 
even?
71 Yaou was really afraid of  sorcery. Two brothers in the village had just recently 
died .
72 government hospital
73 I wonder if  the reason for people not greeting me the next day, was due to 
discontent with my taking him out of  the village, or just because they thought I 
was tired and needing to sleep in. Could it be because they had heard that I was 
not paid for my gas?
74 See Anthro notebook for the account
75 a modern cult that is said to have powers against sorcery, led by a Dida man 
called Koudou Janot.
76 survey 
77 diviner
78 Why don’t they punish the sorceress after she confesses to having killed 
someone?
79 large emergent cottonwood tree in the family Bombicaciae
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